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LUC TUYMANS: INTOLERANCE

Q|a|t|a|r

news

JANUARY - FEBRUARY

18 OCTOBER - 30 JANUARY 2016
QATAR MUSEUMS GALLERY ALRIWAQ
		
Qatar Museums will present a retrospective of the work of Luc Tuymans, the
first solo show of the artist in the Gulf region. The exhibition, Intolerance, a
comprehensive survey of the artist’s work, will include a series of wall paintings
and a new body of work, 'The Arena', created specifically for the show. Curated
by Lynne Cooke, Senior Curator of Special Projects in Modern Art at the
National Gallery of Art Washington.

The Colour Run

Works from Mathaf Collection

09 january 2016
QNNC Building

12 October 2015 – 14 February 2016
Arab Museum of Modern Art, Ground Floor
Galleries

The Color Run is a fun filled, untimed event where the participants or the
'color runners' will cover a stretch of 5km while coloured powder is being
showered upon them.
Be not afraid, for you don’t have to run the whole 5km! You can either walk,
jog, run or even push your kid in his stroller while you leisurely walk. The
'Color Runners' who take part in it will receive freshly designed t-shirts,
headband and other cool merchandise.

Run The World Festival 2
January 21, 2016 - January 23, 2016
Aspire Zone
		
Celebrating it's 5th year, Run The World Festival is a program designed for
youth ages 16 to 29. The festival revolves around sports and culture of all
mediums.
Our value as a flagship festival lay in the celebration 5 key elements around
the world that bring youth together to craft a constructive impact:
• Arts • Culture • Entrepreneurship • Technology • Sports

Qajar Women: Images of Women in
19th Century Iran
April 08- 2015 - June 11, 2016
Museum of Islamic Art
		
The Museum of Islamic Art will organize an exhibition for Qajar artwork
from April 8, 2015 to June 11, 2016. The exhibition will present MIA
collection that demonstrates the centrality of women in the artistic
expression of 19th-century Iran.

Mathaf houses the largest and most extensive permanent collection of
modern and contemporary Arab art in the world with over 9,000 works,
from the 19th century to present day, in its care. The collection reflects
a number of important defining moments in Arab history and artistic
innovations in the region.

DOHA JEWELLERY AND
WATCHES EXHIBITION
23-27 february 2016
Doha Exhibition and Convention Center
The Doha Jewelry and Watches Exhibition is an unprecedented artisan
exhibition of the world’s most luxurious jewelry and watches. Held annually
in Qatar it attracts world renowned jewelers, watch makers and exhibitors
and jewelry enthusiasts. The exhibition continues to grow year after year and
is recognized as one of the most significant events that attracts the pioneers
of the jewelry and watch industry around the world.

QATAR MOTOR SHOW 2016
27 January - 1 February 2016,
Doha Exhibition and Convention Center
Qatar Motor Show is the most important motoring event in the Middle
East for car lovers and trade professionals.
Qatar Motor Show is the most important motoring event in the Middle
East for car lovers and trade professionals. The show brings together some
of the most notable international carmakers showcasing their latest models.
Exhibitors include sports, luxury and mid-range car dealers as well as car
accessory companies showing the latest auto and performance trends.

www.azuranews.com
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YUNUS EMRE

INSTITUTE
DOHA CULTURAL CENTRE
Founded on 05 May 2007, Yunus Emre
Instıtute is one of the leading culture
centres of Turkey in terms of organizational aims. The foundation was named
after Yunus Emre, who was a poet and
a Turkmen dervish living in Anatolia
in the 14th century. With his Turkish
poems, he has always been the symbol
of human values, love and social peace
in Turkish spoken geographies for
centuries.
The manager of Doha Cultural Centre Dr Mehmet Aykaç describes the
institute’s aim as promoting Turkish
language, its history and culture and
art, making such related information
and documents available for use in the
world, providing services abroad to
people who want to have education in
the fields of Turkish language, culture
and art, improving the friendship between Turkey and other countries and
increasing the cultural exchange.
“Language is directly related with the
culture. A foreigner speaking your
language adopts both your culture and
lifestyle” says Mr. Aykaç. It is closely
known that Turkish and Turkish culture
still protect its presence in the Balkans
in addition to Turkic republics; and
every Balkan use a Turkish word or
phrase in their daily life.

17 September – 10 January 2016
QM Gallery, Building 10, Katara

The importance of Yunus Emre Instıtute
emerges here. Starting its operations in
2009, Yunus Emre Instıtute has more

www.azuranews.com
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than 40 cultural centres abroad. This
instıtute has a prominent mission of
protecting, utilising and introducing
Turkish cultural heritage with these
centres. Besides the Turkish education
given in the cultural centres, Turkology
departments and Turkish teaching are
supported with the co-operations made
with different educational institutions in
different countries.
Several activities are organized to
promote our culture and art through
cultural centres, and our country
is represented through national or
international events. “With the aim of
introducing our culture and art, plenty
of national and international activities
are held; and the country, where to be
based, is examined in terms of structure, necessities, and demands by the
institute” adds Dr Mehmet Aykaç.

"Doha Cultural Centre of Yunus
Emre Instıtute was opened on
02 December 2015 with national
and international participants in
Daphne, which is one of the most
prestigious region of Doha. "
“The needs of the cultural centre is being met with a great effort, and with the
lecturers assigned from Turkey, we aim
to put our cultural plans into action as
soon as possible” says Mr Aykaç.
The institute participates 26th Doha
International Book Fair with the event
“Nakkaşhane: Book’s journey in Ottoman Palace“. The interest and complaisance to Turkish language and culture
are kindly met in the Nakkashane stand
by the institute.
As a last word, Yunus Emre institute
Doha Cultural Centre manager Dr
Mehmet Aykaç states that the multidimensional relations between Qatar and
Turkey will be carried to a higher level
with the institute, and they aim working
for a better, peaceful and understanding world by sharing our culture and art
using the language which is the most
active, nuanced and original way of
communication.

His Excellency, Minister of Culture, Arts and Heritage
Dr. Hamad Bin Abdulaziz Al-Kawari
and Dr. Mehmet Aytac

Falconry in
Qatar
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The sport of falconry began over
5,000 years ago in the Middle East,
and spread over the centuries to
East and West.
The sport was introduced to Qatar

through Bedouin tribes who used
the birds as a tool for hunting. They
discovered that it was much easier
to al-low the raptors to take down
birds migrating across the Arabian
Peninsula than it was to shoot them
down themselves. This Bedou-in
method of falconry set the basis
for the modern version of the sport
practiced in Qatar. Although, over
the centuries, falconry has virtually disappeared from the European
continent, the sport lives on in the
Middle East.
In Qatar, you can still purchase
falcons in downtown Doha at falcon
souqs or through private dealers.
The best raptors can cost thou-sands
of dollars and may even be issued
their own Qatari passports to ensue
they are not stolen or taken out of
the country without the owner’s
permission. Due to these elaborate
methods of theft pre-vention, it is
not uncommon for you to be seated
beside a full-grown
falcon when

travelling on a Middle Eastern
airliner. Once you have purchased
(or caught and trained) your falcon, you proceed to enter a very
competitive sport.

Many Qataris spend fortunes on
their fal-conry equipment, which
can include radio monitors, 4×4
trucks, communication devices,
and other high priced items. The
reason for the high-tech equipment
is so that the hunters can arrive
right when the bird is taking down
its prey, so they may separate the
animals and kill the prey according
to Islamic customs. But if you are
con-sidering participating in this
ancient sport, remember that a large
amount of time must be invested in
training the birds, especially if they
are caught in the wild.
One of the techniques involves
keeping the bird on one’s arm for
several hours a day, which, aside
from be-ing painful, would obviously prove problematic to anyone
who has a regular job. The most
popular prey is the Houbara bustard, a large, fast bird, which lives
throughout the Middle East. That
being said, the bird has been hunted
to the point of being endangered in
Qatar. So falconers must constantly
travel the globe to search for new
hunting grounds. It is said that the
best hunting grounds are found in

the Iraqi desert. Falconry offers a
glimpse at how Qatar used to be.
The millennia-old sport remains
extremely popular amongst Qa-tar’s
elite and new efforts to restock the
Qatari desert with Houbara bustards will ensure the sport continues.
Our society’s main aim to to promote and preserve the deeply rooted
tradition.
The hunting season is anticipated
eagerly by falconry enthusiasts. In
preparation for the season, enthusiasts equip and train the birds.
Falcons migrate by passing through
the central and northern Arabi-an
Peninsula, south-east Syria, Iraq,
Kuwait, and northern Saudi Arabia,
coming from Russia and Eastern
Europe. Migration begins from late
September to early December, and
then they are bound for Africa.
Finally, their return journey starts
from late February until April.
Many falcons are left behind in
transit zones during the migra-tion,
and the wind has a major impact on
changing the course of migration.
The falcons passing through the
area of the Arabian Pen-insula are
considered

some of the most beautiful and finest breeds.
The hunting season
begins with the month
of October and
extends to the end of
April.
The Chairman of the Supreme
Council for Environment and Natural
Reserves issued Law (8) for the year
2004 regarding the hunting season,
stating the following: “Bustards are the
only type of bird al-lowed to be hunted
by falcons”. Article (1) of the resolution
prohibits hunting of other types of birds
and Law (7) for the year 2004 prohibits importing hawks from outside of
the State except during the peri-od of
September to January each year. Article
(2) prohibits import-ing the Peregrine
Falcon over two years old.

www.azuranews.com
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There are several types of falcons and
their names differ from one country to
another but they are generally divided
into four catego-ries:
Lanner Falcon
Widespread in many countries around
the world, and differs in size and color
depending on its country of origin. It is
not considered a migratory bird and is
characterized by ease of training and a
skillful hunting.
Peregrine Falcon
Highly spread in all the world except
Antarctica. While difficult to train,
these birds are the most ferocious
breed. There are two dif-ferent types of
peregrines; sea and land. The latter is
smaller than the former.
Saker Falcon
Lives in Eastern Europe, Russia, Pakistan, and the Balkans. It is known for its
beauty, strength, and size of females is
greater than that of male sakers.
Gyr Falcon
Falcon originating from cold areas
surrounding the North Pole. It earned
its name because it prefers to breed in
the mountains, lime-stone in particular. Gyrs are present in abundance in
some coun-tries, and is not in demand
by falconry enthusiasts. Its attributes
in-clude its high price, its ability to fly
long distances, and was referred to in
the Middle Ages as the bird of kings and
nobles.

Falconry:
Falconry is an important part of the Qatari heritage, dating back to the country’s Bedouin roots preserved through
the years, it’s a hob-by rooted in the
Qatari society passed from one generation to an-other, celebrating this noble
creature honoring the values of loyalty,
courage and perseverance.

It is exercised by many people following
the a tradition of the ances-tors, as for
thousands of years, falconry was a wellknown practice in the region, and so far,
it is still an essential part of the cultural
heritage in Qatar, which makes
breeding and training skills of these
birds important to strengthen the
Qatari society link with its history.
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The Paradise of Colours

Bolu

Article by: Nevra Arikok Yazicioglu
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"It is not definitely known
when Bolu was first founded. There are some archaeological findings dating back
about 100,000 years that
suggest the region was inhabited then."

Lake Abant;
Abant is among the classic route for
those who want to spare time in nature
and breathe clean air in four seasons.
What time of year you visit, a wonderful visual feast will be waiting for you in
Lake Abant and vicinity. It is possible to
reach Abant from Bolu city centre with
a short trip.

Seven Lakes National Park
Presenting all the colours of nature,
Seven Lakes National Park is one of
paradise garden and irreplaceable stop
route of the travellers and hikers. It is
a unique place for nature photography,
trek-king, camping, line fishing, etc.

Abant Lake

Bolu

, containing all the
colours of nature you may think of and
known as the paradise of colours, is a
charming city which hosts visitors in all
seasons with its natural national parks,
and is 1, 5 hours away from Istanbul.
The first settled communities in the vicinity of Bolu is told to be Phrygians in
1200 BC. Afterwards, the town became
one of the leading cities of the Kingdom
of Bithynia. As it shown by the coins the
town was called “Claudio polis” after
Emperor Claudius in the Ancient Roman Era. So, it is thought that “Bolu” is
derived from “Polis”.

Since it was the birthplace of Antinous,
the favourite of the Roman Emperor
Hadrian, the city gained importance
so that the city was later called Hadrianopolis. The city is located on three
hills and covered by walls which can be
sightseen in the north of the city. Conquered by the Ottoman Emperor Orhan
Ghazi in 1325, Bolu was the second
grade şehzade (Ottoman prince) sanjak
of the empire. Suleiman the Magnificent
was assigned to Bolu in order to gain
experience. In 1811, the city was integrated to Kastamonu state and finally in
1923 the town became a city.
Bolu and its vicinity is a unique natural
paradise which you will love to visit

its historical tombs, spring waters,
mosques, lakes, highlands.
Here you are the places to visit and
enjoy…

Lake Gölcük and National Park;
13 kilometres to the south of Bolu, Gölcük National Park contains hornbeam,
beech, fir trees and an observation terrace in a landscape of natural beauty. It
was put under protection in 2011.
Bolu Panoramic View
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Bolu Museum
Bolu museum was opened to visit in
1981 and since then ethnographic and
archeologic artefacts are exhibited here.
The artefacts have reached today by the
Ottoman, Phrygian, Urartian, Lydian,
etc. Traditional objects of Bolu are also
exhibited here in the museum

Mountain Bolu And Kartalkaya
Skiing And Hiking Centre;
Kartalkaya Ski Centre has a prominent
importance for Turkey’s winter tourism
especially with snowboarding activities.
It is only 38 kilometres away from Bolu;
and the ski resort can be reached both
by highways and airways. Kartalkaya is
one of the most popular ski resort offering a spectacular nature with pine trees.
If you are interested in winter sports,
never skip visiting Kartalkaya.

Museum

Yildirim Beyazit Mosque

Historical Mosques
There are historical museums open to visit in Bolu city centre and nearby counties. Some of them are Ghazi Suleiman Pasha
Mosque, Ilıca Mustafa Pasha Mosque, Akşemsettin Tomb, Yıldırım Beyazid Mosque, Ramazan Dede Tomb, etc. which are the
indicators of the history of Islam in Bolu.
Kartalkaya

Yıldırım Beyazid Mosque (Big Mosque) was constructed by Ottoman Padishah Yıldırım Beyazid in 1382; and Sarachane
Mosque was constructed by armorer Mustafa Ağa in 1750.
www.azuranews.com

Bolu City Center

Bolu Spring Waters

What to eat;

What to buy;

The healing spring waters are in Karacasu town 5 km away from the city
centre on the way to Lake Gölcük. They
are covered with forests in the foothill
of Seben Mountains, and quiet place
to rest. Water comes out of a natural
resource and 42-44 Celsius degree.

The city is famous for its cooks as much
as its cuisine. The fame of the cooks
from the county Mengen comes from
the Ottomans to today. In addition,
Mengen Cooks Festival is held every
year, and plenty of cooks and people
participate to the festival.

It is composed of bicarbonate, sulphate,
calcium, magnesium, carbondioxyide
and fluoride, and suitable for bath and
drinking cures. The spring waters in
Bolu are beneficial for rheumatic diseases, skin, blood circulation and cardiac
diseases, respiratory tract diseases, gynaecological, digestive system, gallbladder, kidney, calcification diseases. There
is a physical therapy and rehabilitation
centre of Ministry of Health.

The cuisines coming to mind first are
kızılcık tarhana soup (better for the
stomach ache), Bolu potatos bread, and
walnut macaroni with keş. Keş is a kind
of cheese; it is mixed with walnut and
dusted on macaroni.

Primary things to buy in Bolu are
hazelnut candy, Bolu chocolate, Bolu
Potato bread. Especially Bolu Chocolate
is a must to taste. It has a wonderful
unforgettable taste and only sold in few
shops in the city centre. A special and
yellow coloured potato bread is another
taste which neces-sary to be tried.

Some accommodation facilities;
Bolu Thermal Hotel
Gazella Resort & Spa
Bolu Küçük Kaplıca
Yıldız Hotel
Mekan Pension
Goynuk

Moreover, crumpets sweet with cream
stands out as local flavour in Bolu region. Also, the first cultured trout farm
was established here in 1969; so, you
should absolutely taste the fish here.

Some restaurants in the city;
Abant Kasaba Restorant & Dağ evleri
(Lake Abant)
Yeşil Ev restaurant Masal Evleri
(Lake Abant)
Bitur Restorant (City centre)
Kuzine Ocakbaşı
Gökdemir Tesisleri

Bolci Chocolate

Do not turn back home
without;
Visiting Lake Abant, Gölcük,
Seven Lakes, lake Sünnet, Lake
Sülük, Aladağ pond, Esentepe,
Ak-kayalar and Bolu highlands;
Sightseeing Turkish houses in
Göynük and Mudurnu, and
Seben Rock houses;
Skiing in Kartalkaya,
paragliding in Abant,
doing nature sports in
Aladağ-Beşpınarlar,
camping in Seven Lakes;
Tasting Bolu cuisine;
Buying hazelnut candy, Bolu
chocolate, Pine honey, milk
cream, Bolu butter, pine
cologne, Bolu potato, and
palace halvah.
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Historical Emniyet Hotel

www.myosvi.com

www.emniyetotel.com

touristic brands of our beloved City,
Bolu. Mr. Mayor coined the name "The
Heart of Nature" and I as well continue
working hard to strengthen this brand
globally" says Inan Kalayci

“We hope to see you all in Bolu,
the Heart of Nature and Cooking.
As the mayor of the city of Bolu
I will be pleased to help investors
from the Gulf Countries interested
in investing in Bolu.”
- Mr. Mayor Alaaddin Yılmaz.

MyOSVI Tour and Travel Agency was
founded by İnan Kalaycı and is the official travel agency of the City of Bolu.
İnan Kalaycı started his education
in Bolu, then went on to attend high
school in İstanbul and university in the
U.S.A. He earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in Geographic Information
Systems and Computer Information
Systems from the University of North
Alabama.
While living in the US he started
Turkish Delight Tours, LLC of Colorado, stemming from his touristic
services background. After 10 years
of experience in the States, he moved
back to his hometown Bolu, Türkiye
with an effort to build the City of Bolu’s
tourism brand. Mr. Kalaycı’s maternal
grandfather, Mr. Mehmet İnan, started
Emniyet Hotel in 1943 and his paternal grandfather, Mr. Haşim Kalaycı,
started Haşim Restaurant in 1938.

Currently Mr. İnan Kalaycı, carrying
both of his grandfathers’ last names,
is the 3rd generation owner of 1938
Haşim Restaurant and 1943 Historical
Emniyet Hotel of Bolu, as well as owning MyOSVI Tour and Travel Agency.
Upon his arrival to his hometown, Mr.
Kalaycı met the successful and honorable Bolu Mayor of 12 years, Mr. Alladdin Yılmaz, and together they began
working on what would be the city’s
new tourism brand. Thus, “Bolu, The
Heart of Nature” brand was born.
While the public brand name was being established, Mr. Kalaycı founded
MyOSVI Tour and Travel Agency,
offering both incoming and outgoing
tours. MyOSVI is the acronym for My
Outdoor Sports Village Internarional.
Mr. Kalaycı’s vision of Bolu as an International tourism destination is becoming a realization through the continuous
development of touristic services, tour
and activity packages.

“The City of Bolu lies directly between
two metropolitan cities of Turkey,
İstanbul and Ankara. Bolu boasts easy
access to both International Airports.
MyOSVI’s mission is to gather all
touristic features of the City of Bolu and
surrounding vicinity, and create various
activities and tour packages meeting
needs of all ages and interests.
Bolu is famous for its forests, with a
whopping 65% forest land cover. Bolu
is also the Heart of Culinary Arts as it
had been throughout the mighty Ottoman Empire. MyOSVI’s duty is to
showcase Bolu with the use of its public
brands “The Heart of Nature” and “The
Heart of Cooking”. MyOSVI Tour is
ready to serve all that are interested in
our Black Sea tour packages, emphasizing Bolu using a wholistic approach. I
personally thank Mr. Mayor Alaaddin Yılmaz for allowing me the much
needed support in building these strong

Mayor of Bolu Alaaddin Yılmaz and Inan Kalayci
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What should be done for
a higher education in Turkey?
Article by: Eda Yorgancioglu

lent to high school graduation exams
(Tawjihi, GCE, Baccalaureate etc.) or
you will be asked to get a sufficient
score from the Foreign Student Examination (YÖS) in Turkey. Each university
announces its acceptance criteria in
their own websites and also determines
the number of foreign students that will
be accepted. It is a must that those who
apply to the YÖS exam are internationals. There are also various courses to
prepare for this exam. You can increase
your luck by entering more than one
YÖS exam since every university has its
own examination.

tions as well. Foreign students should
apply to the Turkish consulate in their
respective countries with the acceptance they receive from the university
in order to get a visa. Don’t forget that
this visa is obligatory for enrolment. All
foreign students should get a Residence
Permit from the Foreigners Branch of
the Police Headquarters of their respective cities. The Residence Permit should
be renewed every year by providing a
valid student certificate.

If you have decided to continue your
higher education in Turkey, you can
acquire all the necessary information
at the websites of the Student Selection
and Placement Centre: www.osym.
gov.tr or at the website of the Turkish
Republic Board of Higher Education:
www.yok.gov.tr.
Maybe, you will find yourself continuing your education in Ankara, Istanbul
or any other city in Turkey.
Who knows…?

YÖS is an evaluative exam that is made
up of two tests. The first consists of basic learning skills test and the second is
Turkish test. The objective of the Turkish test is to measure the level of understanding of Turkish for foreign students.
The candidates should also prove that
they have sufficient language skills
to continue education in the teaching language of the university they are
applying to. Students who are accepted
to the university but fail to provide the
necessary language condition receive a
1 year preparation for that language.
We should also not forget to mention that there are Turkish courses for
foreign students in universities as well.
In addition, many universities provide guidance services to help foreign
students in coping with a new country.
State dormitories are also preferred by
many students in addition to university
dormitories.

Would you like to continue a higher
education in this wonderful country
that has a history dating back to almost
10 thousand years and is a mixture of
the East and the West including many
different cultures with a wide range of
climate and geographic diversity? We
have focused on what to be done for
this…
As you know, a cooperation agreement
was signed in December by the Minister
of Education Nabi Avcı and Qatar Minister of Education and Higher Education Mohammed bin Abdul Vahid Al
Hammadi as representatives of Turkey
and Qatar. This was good news for both
countries and may be an occasion for
you as well.

To begin with, let us answer the question of why you should study in Turkey.
The education you will receive in this
country, that is an independent Republic since 1923, is a high-standard education and in addition, it has internationally recognized levels. So that means
your diploma will be recognized all over
the world. (You should consult authorized institutions to gain more information). It is also possible to receive your
high quality education in modern and
fully equipped campuses for affordable
prices.

to know that you will apply as a foreign
student. This is a status that enables you
to receive an education in Turkey benefiting from the special quota allocated
by Turkey for foreign students. In the
next step, you have to apply directly to
the university you are interested in. All
universities in Turkey accept students
according to their own criteria. The
first thing you will need when applying is the high school diploma from an
equivalent high school. In addition, you
have to submit a document showing
your grades.

So, let us say you have already made
your decision and you want to continue
your education in Turkey; what should
be your next step? First of all, you have

Moreover, you will be asked to present
the entrance exam result (ACT, SAT
etc.) to an internationally acknowledged
university or a diploma that is equiva-

If you meet all these criteria, you will
need to take care of some legal obliga-

www.azuranews.com
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Ottoman Illumination;

Tezhip

The history of decorative arts is as long
as that of mankind and since the early
ages, they have played a central role in
the socializing process of communities. Starting with drawings on cave
walls, whatever the motivation for their
creation, they reflected the values and
tastes of communities. Tezhip is one of
the most important forms of Turkish art
with a history spanning Central Asia to
Anatolia. The great patience and care
that goes into the creation of Tezhip
stands as testimony of the value the
artists place on it. In Turkish cultural
history, Tezhip is the name of the side
decorations of hand-written books and
hüsn-ü hat placks made with gold and
paint. The decorations are based on
stylized and semi-stylized motifs influenced by nature.A male tezhip artist is
called "müzehhib" and a female one is
called "müzehhibe"
The stylized and semi-stylized motifs,
the colors, gold and the designs and
compositions of the Tezhib art all have
symbolic meanings. The color blue
stands for infinity and peace, gold for
the sun, the rumi mofis for the birds'
wings, and the hatai and penç plants for
the world. The repetition of the motifs
within a composition symbolizes the
contunity and the rythm of the world.
The word Tezhib means to cover with
gold leaf and as the name suggests the
most important material used is gold.
The gold changes color according to
the different materials added to it: add
copper for red gold, silver for green
gold, and platnium for white gold. Gold
leaves have to be processed before they
are ready to be used in Tezhib. The gold

leave is brought down to a thickness of
1-10 microns and then with the addition of honey or Arabian glue, pressed
by hand in a small porcelain cup usig
circular motions. After an hour or two,
a little hot water is added to the cup,
and the gold is set aside to allow it to
sink to the bottom of the cup. After
another 6-7 hours, the water on top is
drained out and the gold at the bottom
is left to dry.

Tezhip has a long history and one of its
first examples is the wall frescos from
8th and 9th centuries Uygur Turks in
Karahoca and Bezeklik in Central Asia.
In these frescos we can see the stylized
and semi-stylized motifs we still use today: Sometimes decorating the writings
and sometimes on a branch the priest is
holding. We can clearly see one of the
stylized motifs, “penç” on the branch
the priest is holding and above it one
of the semi-stylized motifs “lale”, or the
tulip. “Rumi” motifs are placed on the
dragon's wings.
After the fall of the Great Seljuk Empire,
the Anatolian Seljuks brought Tezhip
art to Anatolia. Tezhip compostions
from this period are notable for their
geometric designs and use of largescale, plain “rumi” motifs. The Ottomans placed great importance on written documents and with their interest

to embellish them, Tezhip began to develop further. Due to his devotion to the
arts, Tezhip like many other art forms
flourished during the reign of Sultan
Mehmet, the Conquerer. In this period,
a refinement in motif workmanship is
observed. “Şemse”, the sun, emerges as
the most notable form used in compositions. While dark blue and and gold are
the main background colors, in smaller
areas red, black, and greyish-green were
also used. "Baba Nakkaş" is the most
important Tezhip artist of the era.
The next era for the development of
Tezhip is during the regin of Sultan
Bayezid the second. One of the most
important artists in calligraphy, "Şeyh
Hamdullah", lived during this time and
his hand-written Quran pages were embellished using the finest Tezhip. Artists
from the newly conquered lands of
the Ottoman Empire joined the palace
atelier established by Sultan Mehmet,
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cal, and rococo were blended with the
traditional Anatolian styles to bring
about a combination style. Flower compositions in vases or baskets combined
with acanthus leaves became commonplace in almost all traditional artforms.
With bright colors and rougher motifs
Tezhip got further away from the days
the artform was created. Despite the
fact that the development of traditional
arts almost came to stop, with the declaration of the republic and the establishment of fine arts school, a new period
has started. Artists such as Necmettin
Okyay, İsmail Hakkı, Altunbezer, Rikkat Kunt, and Muhsin Demironat has
helped rekindle Tezhip in the classical
sense.
Today, Tezhip is taught in fine arts
schools, municipal and ministrial classes, as well as by famous Tezhip artists
in through private classes. While most
new artists follow the classical style of
the 16th century, sometimes artists with
new visions do emerge.

the Conquerer. Thanks to them, Tezhip
motifs have multiplied introducing for
example the "sarılma" and "hurde" forms
of rumi.
The golden age of Tezhip is the Sultan
Suleyman, the Magnificient, era when
several new stylizes emerged. After
the military campaign to Tebriz, an
important artist, Şah Kulu introduced
the "sazyolu" school. As he started to
make new pieces in the palace atelier,
detailed "hatai" motifs placed in long
curvy leave compositions and figures
depicting animals embraced in struggle
became his hallmarks. Dragon, lion, and
birds are the main motifs used in the
"sazyolu" school. Karememi, the founder
of another school of Tezhip in the 16th
century, succeeded to add semi-stylized
motifs of the rare flowers of the palace
gardens to the artform, the tulip, hyacinth, bahar dali, daffodil, and carnation. He is the founder of what is known
as the negative style: the classic "hatai",
"penç", "rumi", "bulut" figures are made
into color spots. This sytle is also used in
calligraphy and minature.

Assoc. Prof.
Münevver Üçer

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Münevver Üçer has
been contributing to the Turkish Art of
Tezhib (Illuminations) both as an educater and as an artist. After completing
her high school degree at the Kadikoy
Lycee for Girls, she was accepted to
the Traditional Arts Department at the
Mimar Sinan University Faculty of Arts
in 1982. In 1984 she has completed the
Tezhib course offered by the Ministry
of Culture at Topkapi Palace. Later Dr.
Münevver Üçer earned an M.A. and
then aPhD. At the Social Sciences Institute at Mimar Sinan University graduating in 1988 and 1992 respectively. Her
master’s thesis was on “Rumi” and her
doctorate thesis was named “A Comparative Study of the Groundbreaking
Tezhib Artists in the 16th and 18th
Centuries”.
She has started teaching at the same
university in 1992-1993. In 2014 she
took the Associate Professor title. Assoc.
Prof. Dr. Münevver Üçer still continues
her academic works at the university.
She participated in over hundred mixed
and solo exhibitions. Her various art
works are in private collections and are
owned by museums in Turkey,
Germany and Algeria.
In addition to her academic career,
in 1995 Assoc. Prof. Dr. Üçer and

husband founded a studio, “Atölye
Kaya&Münevver Üçer”, where they offer
courses on Tezhib Calligraphy, Miniature and Wood Painting. The Üçers,
whose family tree includes Nakkaş
Hamit Üçer, a prominent artist who
helped restore the interior of Topkapı
Palace, describe their studio as a gathering place for all those with a heart for
the traditional arts.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Münevver Üçer
states that in the Art of Tezhib the
design and its application need to be
in harmony with the calligraphy, and
that this requires one to be a complete
artist. Historically, each Tezhib piece
was the product of a collabration by
several artists working together in the
Nakkaşhane. Today, however, each piece
is the work of a single artist, demanding
much hard work and patience. For this
reason, says Assoc. Prof. Dr. Münevver Üçer, the Art of Tezhib is one that
particularly deserves admiration.
Assoc. Prof. Münevver ÜÇER
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University
Department of Traditional Turkish Arts
Fındıklı Campus, ISTANBUL
Tel: +90 532 416 8787
E-mail: munevverucer@hotmail.com

The standarization of motifs and design
compositions that started in the 15th
century, became more settled in the
16th century. With the influence of the
palace atelier, almost all motifs and
compositions became fixed and a unity
of design in the traditional artforms,
Kalemişi (hand-carving), çini (decorated eathernware), metalworks and fabric
has been reached.
With the 17th century,classical Tezhip
went into a stagnation period. Especially in the second half of the century, influence of western arts that were already
being felt in other artforms, started to
effect Tezhip as well. Flower bouquets
began to appear alongside classical motifs. Ali Üsküdari, the leading artist of
the 18th century, replaced the naturilist
flowers used in Tezhip with brightly
colored versions. Ribbon bows complemented these flower bouquets called
"şukufe".
In the 18th century, influence of western arts had become a major factor in
Tezhip. Styles such as baroque, empriwww.azuranews.com

Hospitality Investment in Turkey
Turkey is a popular destination
with an increasing number of
visitors.
As a bridge between Asia and Europe,
at the crossroad of civilisations, Turkey
has excelled in establishing itself as a
mainstream destination for the visitors
all over the world because of its rich
culture, history and natural beauty.
Tourism industry has boomed since
2004 and it supported growth in the
industry.
The direct contribution of the travel and
tourism industry to the GDP has been
TL 57.5 billion and the total number
of international visitor arrivals is more
than 31.5 million tourists in 2015.

We wanted to discuss the
investment opportunities in the
sector with 25 years experienced
hospitality consultant,
Ms. Serra Arikok:
Can you please give an overview regarding the hospitality
investment opportunities in Turkey?
Turkey has become the sixth most visited country in the world and has a lot
to offer in hospitality sector while growing with developments in economic,
academic, cultural and social life.
Having an enormous boom in hospitality sector in the recent years, Turkey is
now offering much more than leisure
and corporate travel but also health,
shopping, entertainment and also halal
tourism.
What would you suggest to the investors
who would like to invest in Turkey?
Turkey derives value from almost every
sub segment of tourism to the investors. On the other hand, the investor
has to be very attentive before investing
as some segments are waiting for the
clever investors that would give much
higher return than others.
The investor should invest in hotels on
each category in accordance with the
region’s characteristics. This will direct
and guide potential investors to the
right investment project. The investors
should also see the potential on the sub-

Serra Arikok
sectors serving tourists like international restaurants, museums, shopping &
entertainment facilities, health-related
tourism like hospitals or the clinics for
light surgeries like hair plantation, plastic surgery that the growth is expected
to USD 10 billion by 2017.
There are also cross opportunities to
bring many strong high quality brands
in health, shopping sectors as well as
restaurants to Qatar and other Gulf
countries.

Halal tourism market is also increasing
rapidly and is expected to reach more
than USD 160 billion globally in 2017.
Our company is serving the investors
who plan to invest in Turkey to show
all the opportunities, practical solutions
to gain in short and long term. We
continue to serve the client even after
the completion of the project as their
representative in Turkey.

www.azuranews.com
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About Serra Arıkök
Hospitality Consultanter
Starting her career at Sheraton Hotel
Istanbul in 1991, Serra Arikok worked
at managerial positions in Sales and
Marketing Department of international
hotels like Mövenpick, Princess Hotels,
Conrad, Ciragan Palace Kempinski and
The Marmara Hotels. She continued her
career as GM of the first HIP and design
Hotel of İstanbul, The Sofa Hotel.
Currently, she is conducting her own
hospitality consulting & management
company. Some of her projects are
the management agreement of Jumeirah with the iconic hotel of Istanbul,
Pera Palace, the agreement of St Regis
Istanbul for Macka Hotel, agreement of
worldwide known Spago restaurant of
Wolfgang Puck in Istanbul, management and investment consultancy to
many important company and holdings
from all over the world.
+90 0532 304 40 54
serrarikok@gmail.com

St Regis Hotel Istanbul

Jumierah Pera Palas

www.azuranews.com
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Discover a new Island Paradise in Qatar:
Banana Island Resort Doha by Anantara

An island paradise of natural exclusivity
25 minutes from the heart of Qatar’s
vibrant capital, a luxury yacht ferry
crosses crystal clear water to reach a
breath taking island that feels a world
away, while a private helicopter pad offers an exclusive arrival with a bird’s eye
coastal view.
Welcome to Banana Island Resort Doha
by Anantara a paradise sanctuary which
respects local culture by offering an
alcohol-free environment, with world
class facilities and limitless activities
providing relaxation and adventure,
wellness and pure indulgence.
Hideaway in true Arabian luxury with
141 rooms, suites, pool villas and over
water villas setting the mood for romance and unforgettable holidays with

family and friends. Bask on our private
800 metre beach and refresh yourself
at the 100 metre long lagoon pool, or
master the waves in our surf pool and
enjoy a wide range of water sports.
Experience how health and beauty go
hand in hand with expert care, from
sensual journeys in over water spa
suites to holistic lifestyle programmes at
the dedicated wellness centre.
Wellbeing goes hand in hand with
expert pampering at Anantara Spa’s
tranquil over water sanctuary, featuring separate male and female Turkish
hamams (bath) and Jacuzzis and a
treatment menu that pays tribute to
Doha’s ancient tribal traditions and rich
cultural heritage.

Guests can enjoy signature creative
juices and exotic mock tails at sunset,
shisha with ambient soundtracks, and
fine dining under the stars overlooking
Doha’s dramatic skyline. Specialty dining outlets include an American style
diner and an organic café to complement the Balance wellness offering.
Dining by Design’s selection of specially
crafted menus and intimate settings,
enhanced by the services of a personal
chef and butler, will make any occasion
special.
Offering a richly interactive culinary
experience, guests can learn to recreate
traditional Qatari cuisine with a master
chef in a Spice Spoons cooking class
showcasing the Middle East’s coveted
spices and exotic ingredients.
www.azuranews.com
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Banana Island Resort key features:
· Anantara Spa
· Holistic wellness lifestyle programmes
· Nine dining options
· Fitness centre
· Tennis court
· Private marina for up to 30 boats
· 100 metre long lagoon pool
· Two lane surf pool
· Children’s pool with water slides
· Indoor botanical garden
· Children’s club
· Teens’ club
· Private 800 metre beach
· Beach volleyball court
· Water sports
· Fully equipped diving centre
· 9-hole golf putting course
· Eight pin bowling alley
· Cinema theatre
· Helicopter pad
· Observation area

Learn about precious marine life, before
signing up for snorkelling and scuba
diving adventures at our retreat which
features prominently amongst luxury
hotels in Doha. Leisure and entertainment also spoil you for choice, from
bowling, golf and beach games by day,
to our VIP cinema at night.
Anantara is a luxury hospitality brand
for modern travellers, connecting them
to genuine places, people and stories
through personal experiences, and providing heartfelt hospitality in the world’s
most exciting destinations. The collection of distinct, thoughtfully designed
luxury hotels and resorts provides a
window through which to journey into
invigorating new territory, curating
personal travel experiences.
From cosmopolitan cities to desert sands to lush islands, Anantara
connects travellers to the indigenous, and grounds them in authentic
luxury, and hosts them with passionate expertise.
The portfolio currently boasts over 30 stunning properties located in
Thailand, the Maldives, Indonesia, Vietnam, China, Cambodia,
Mozambique, Zambia, the UAE and Qatar, with a pipeline of future
properties across Asia, the Indian Ocean, Middle East and Africa.
www.azuranews.com
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The history of the Turkish ice
cream (dondurma), goes back to
approximately 300 to 500 years
in Anatolia region of Turkey.
The home town of the dondurma is
Kahraman Maras which is a city located in South Eastern part of Turkey.
Although K. Maras has a warm climate
in summer, there is a high mountain
called Ahirdagi which has snow all year
around.

Dondurma
Turkish Ice Cream :

Hundreds years ago when freezers
hasn’t been invented and electricity
hasn’t been used yet, locals of Maras
city, used to climb the Ahirdagi Mount
and preserve the snow by covering it
with brushwood.
During the hot summer days, they
climb back to the mountain and bring
the snow to their homes on mules. They
mix it with grape molasses or honey,
or a fruit juice and create a cold dessert
named Karsambac.
Karsambac was a special treat for the
guests coming to their homes. By the
time, each district in Maras City had at
least one person selling snow in earthen
pots and it created a business for some
locals.

It is believed to originate
from the city and the
region Maras and hence
also know as

" Maras Ice Cream"

www.azuranews.com
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Ahirdagi also has an ideal climate to
raise goats. The milk of these goats
which fed with flora of the high mountains, is dense, aromatic and creamy
which makes it the basic component of
the dondurma. Even there is a story told
about a rich farmer who used to give
away the over goat milk, through a marble canal from the mountain to the city.
Anatolia region and consequently
K.Maras and Ahirdagi are home of the
orchids called salep . Salep is a general
name for this type of orchids and the
name of a hot drink made by boiling
processed orchid roots with milk. This
aromatic winter drink has always been
very popular in Turkey and also during
Ottoman Empires. So the locals of Kahraman Maras City, had snow coming
from mountains during hot summer
days, high quality goat milk and aromatic salep. These three components led
them to create a creamy, dense, aromatic ice cream which became famous
all around Turkey and the World.
MADO is the first brand comes to mind
when we talk about Turkish ice cream
as it is one of the biggest producers with
over 300 MADO Café branches in Turkey and over 20 branches abroad (Qatar,
Dubai, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain,
Azerbaycan, China, Netherlands, Iraq,
Cyprus, Bulgaria, Russia and Australia )
The company is owned by a family,
producing ice cream since 4 generations
in Kahraman Maras and the first main
branch was opened by Mehmet Kanbur
who is the 4 th generation ice cream
and dessert master, in Istanbul in 1992
under the name of MADO
(MA=Maras / DO=Dondurma)
Today all MADO Cafés are supplied by
MADO ice cream and dessert factories located in Kahraman Maras City
which is the home of Turkish ice cream.
When such a big quantity of ice cream
involved for supplying all branches,
availability of goat milk becomes a
problem. MADO has established several
own goat farms with thousands of goats
raised in the slopes of Ahirdagi mountain for this purpose.

GASTRONOMY
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Today all MADO branches gets their
ice cream from the factory in Kahraman Maras, where the ice cream still
produced traditional way with hundred percent goat milk and around 50
flavours. This ice cream is so dense and
solid it is eaten with fork and knife.
Unlike other café restaurants, MADO

47
Café menus starts with ice creams and
ends with food and beverages. The
menu is like an encyclopedia of ice
cream coupes and combinations with
traditional Turkish desserdts. Home
made jams, fresh fruits, baklava variaties are accompanying the traditional
kesme dondurma (cut/sliced ice cream)
with plain, pistachio, chocolate flavors

which are eaten with fork and knife, as
well as other different flavors served as
layers ( Caramel , Almond , Hazelnut ,
Chocolate Chips , Lemon , Mix Fruit ,
Orange , Banana , Coconut , Strawberry
, Apricot , Blackberry , Raspberry , Sour
Cherry , Turkish coffee , Kiwi , Pomegranate , Mango , Pineapple , Melon ,
Light Plain , Light Sour cherry , Mastic
gum … and more)
Mado is also a huge producer of Turkish
desserts such as kunefe and baklava
varieties. Pistachio Baklava, Pistachio
Sobiyet, Pistachio Dolama has their
unique taste coming from the special
pistachio being brought from Gazi
Antep city, which a leading pistachio
producer with highest quality, and the
city is right next to Kahraman Maras.
Cheese kunefe, Cream burma kunefe,
pistachio kunefe, Bal borek Honey
pie are cooked a la minute and served
warm with plain and pistachio ice
creams on the side on a wood tray with
a special presentation.
Classic milky desserts; Kazandibi,
Baked rice pudding, chocolate profiteroles, cakes, home made special
chocolates in gift packages, are made
by Turkish pastry chef on a daily basis.
Topping any milky dessert with a couple
layers of ice cream is very common.
The food menu in Mado has a wide
variation of traditional and contemporary Turkish and international cuisines
as well as some dishes from Kahraman
Maras, such as traditional Kahraman
Maras breakfast, home made manti and
icli kofte (kibbeh), grilled kofte (meatball) dishes, steaks, pastas, crepes wraps,
sandwiches, salads and many more
accompanied by Fresh juices, smoothies
and Milkshakes made by ice cream and
ofcourse Turkish tea and Turkish coffee
with distinctive presentations of Mado.

Ezdan Mall

The Kahramanmaraş
region is known for maraş
dondurması, a variety which
contains distinctly more salep
than usual; tough and sticky,
it is sometimes eaten with a knife
and fork. Dondurma typically
includes the ingredients milk,
sugar, salep, and mastic.

First MADO franchise branch in
Qatar, was opened approximately
2 years ago in Ezdan Mall Gharaffa and one year ago in Pearl Qatar
and it is projected to increase the
number of Mado branches in
Qatar, in the near future.
www.azuranews.com
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Qatar 1St International Exhibition for
Support Services and Business Solutions

under the Patronage of Ministry Of Economy and Commerce

QBX-Expo is the perfect ‘one-stop shop’
for international companies.
QBX-Expo is set to attract thousands
of businesses seeking new connections
and knowledge against the backdrop of
Qatar’s booming economy.
To be held on 10-12 January 2016 at
the Doha Exhibition and Convention
Centre, attendees will come from the
thriving MENA nation itself, as well as
from countries across the world.
With big-name speakers, blue chip
exhibitors and a host of networking opportunities, QBX-Expo’s primary aim is
to enable companies operating in Qatar
to maintain their upward trajectory by
linking them up with businesses that
offer support services and business
solutions, from advanced administrative
methods to the latest technologies.
Event organizer Sedeer Media is proud
to be organising such a prestigious
event, and its combination of experience and innovation in a number of
fields makes it an ideal host for QBXExpo.
Khalifa Al’Attiyah, Managing Director
of Sedeer Media said, “Sedeer Media
has grown organically here in Doha. We
are close to the people and are well recognised by individuals in high places.
“Sedeer Media has a proven track
record of success in the Middle East; we
know Qatar and the Middle East – this
is our block and we know how to throw
a party.”
Supported by the Ministry of Economy
and Commerce, Mr Khalifa believes
QBX-Expo to be a significant opportunity in connecting ambitious companies with operators who can aid their
development.

“There is high demand in the Qatari
market, especially for service and solution providers,” Mr Khalifa said. “It is
our vision to connect the sellers and
service providers to the customers looking for them.

The QBX platform will provide a clear
dialogue between private sector and
industry leaders, and is the only way to
guarantee a company’s message to be
received and understood by the entire
Qatar private sector.

“QBX Expo is unique because its scope
is wide but still focused, and it encompasses service providers that are
in highly demanding and interlinking
fields.

Attendees and exhibitors at QBX-Expo
will be drawn from sectors as diverse as
government and marketing to technology, human resources and tourism,
with Mr Khalifa certain that all visitors
to the stunning Doha Exhibition and
Convention Centre will find a “one-stop
shop” to gain knowledge and build their
network.
“The exhibition will bring companies
closer to local and national influencers,
because it is the platform for international business dialogue. Attendees will
benefit from education in trends and
innovations through the conference,
face-to-face interaction in the expo hall
and other networking activities. Qatar
is a place small in size and number but
big in potential, and networking here
is paramount. We are building a major
hub so that service providers can easily
collaborate.” continues Mr. Khalifa.
It’s a one-stop shop.”

Mr. Khalifa Al 'Attiyah
Managing Director

“The private sector is booming these
days, with all the exciting developments
the country is going through. Of course,
the Fifa World Cup 2022 and other
events have really encouraged enterprise, which has created high demand
for international business solution suppliers.” adds Mr. Khalifa Al’Attiyah.

QBX-Expo brings together over 10,000
leading Qatari businesses and associations and is the Number One networking event for any organisation interested
in doing business in Qatar.
QBX-Expo is the meeting place where
Qatari companies can research, learn
about, and invest in the latest business
technologies. The demand is there,
welcome to QBX-Expo supply provides.
The chance to offer your services to the
widest range of targeted sectors is available at QBX-Expo.
www.azuranews.com
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the sand hills. After many slides over
the hills, we reach the coast where the
desert and the sea meet. We are now out
of the comfort zone. The sound of the
engine melts down in the silence of the
desert.; an infinite silence, a balanced
heat. The desert is now like a coffee at
its best.

Following the infinite

silence in the

desert

When you meet the sea after climbing the hills of sand, the desert safari
becomes a magical experience. I remember that moment particularly. The
desert was so silent that I felt uncomfortable with my voice. If you are there
on a calm day, you will feel this too.
Once you get used to the silence, the
desert starts to speak to your heart.

Article by Secil Saglam

I landed into Qatar in a very humid day
of August. Actually ,I’m not event sure
that ‘humid’ correctly defines the feeling I had on that day, or the following
months and years that I spent there. I
remember thinking that people who
come to Qatar from different countries

If you have not made a conscious
decision to go there, you will not suddenly find yourself in the middle of the
desert unless you are dreaming. Yet,
once you had been there, you will realise that you were already in love.
The Qatari driver, with the confidence
of a desert master behind the wheel,
changes the tyres as part of his daily
routine,which is a number one ‘must do’ experience before attempting solo
driving in the desert.

This is a contemporary desert safari
using vehicles with sat-nav, high protection sun creams, the latest design sun
hats, the latest model cell phones and
a mini- refrigerator at the back of the
jeep; new - age adventures’ with a touch
of comfort. The driver seems as if he is
never lost in this huge desert as it is
almost as if the sat-nav is excess baggage.There is a sense that if we were to
get irretrievably here and be our host
in the desert. or it fails. He is sure of
his place, always driving in a way to
impress us, while we rise and fall on
www.azuranews.com
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Another must-do, is to leave behind the
chic and luxury services of the hotels
and hang out in the traditional ‘souq’,
which will enable you to feel that and
discover a different culture.
The ‘Souq’, meaning ‘market’ or ‘bazaar’,
takes you into a magical and authentic
atmosphere without the unnatural lights
of the shopping malls and their regulated heat, always set at 18 degrees. Here
you can discover the beauty of golden
desert days and the real Arabic culture.
There is a variety of shops in the Souq:
Indian shop owners selling colourful
fabrics, local shops selling dishdasha
– the traditional dress for men-, abaya
-the traditional dress for women-,
oriental slippers, and the dusty shops
where you feel dizzy from the smell of
intense fragrances or feel as if you are
lost in the story of Aladdin’s Magical
Lamp.
Surrounded by people of all nationalities- especially Qataris, smoking
shisha in front of the cafes, or sitting
in traditional dress inside the authentic restaurant -and the policemen on
horseback with their fancy sunglasses,
it may seem to you as if you are in a
film set. The souq is not very big, but
one must experience its starry nights,
the candlelight decor of the restaurants,
the narrow streets and exotic smells
evoking the tale of the One Thousand
and One Nights, whilst appreciating
the tones of yellow in its walls and the
mystical atmosphere before sunset.
Souq Wakif

of the world are like bugs who fly towards the light,unperturbed or undeterred by the crazy heat.

Qatar, where I moved for work purpose
8years ago, used to be a country whose
name was rarely heard in Turkey.

I ‘m pretty sure that people from all
over the world experience similar feelings when first stepping into a Middle
Eastern country.

Over the years, it has cleverly manoeuvred itself into a place with an
international reputation for the film
festivals, the Asian Games, culture and
art centres, museums and skyscrapers
that multiply each month in silhouette
of the city. Following this glorious rise ,
the best chain hotels, has turned the city
into a pleasure centre.

The following months and years passed
for me, with many departures and landings in Qatar, each invoking different
feelings, which were most intense when
I returned back home.

The 5-star hotel chains’ have brought
with them the restaurants serving numerous international cuisine, pampering spas and night clubs, contributing
to the city’s social life and making
Qatar an attractive city. More than that,
all this social life has made it easier to
withstand the heat. The chic and luxury
hotels offer water sports within the city,
without the need to drive to the seaside.
But in order to feel like a genuine
Qatari, one must experience the desert
safari, which I tried in my very first
week in Qatar and will never forget.

Souq Wakif

Qatar, is an ambitious country of
expanding cities and attractive opportunities, which is well worth seeing. The
multinational population, the colours of
the city, stunning high-tech skyscraper
designs, the latest car models, proud
Qatari people, international restaurants,
chic hotels and westernized yet oriental
atmosphere makes Qatar a unique
place.
All these contrasts enrich the city and
alleviate the effect of its challenging climate. For those who travel to Qatar, either for a stopover or to stay for while,
the taste of the Tales of One Thousand
and One Nights remains in the mouth.
www.azuranews.com
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Pamper yourself in one of the spa’s of a
5 star hotel, such as the Sharq Hotel or
Four Seasons.
See the Islamic Arts Museum and appreciate its architecture.

Go to the ‘Pearl’ artificial island, where
many international restaurants are set
by the marina and watch the people
passing by as you sip you coffee.

Have a long walk by the Corniche.

Follow the events calendar of the
Cultural Centre of Qatar and watch a
performance. The complex, which was
built by Arab architecture, host the art
studios of many local artists that you
can visit.
Get in a ‘Dhow’ and experience the

city from the sea. The local old-style
wooden boats which are mostly run by
Indians are a good way to see the city
lights at night.
Have a dinner in the authentic architecture of the Souq, on the terrace of
a Lebanese or Arabic restaurant and
watch the colourful mixed crowd of all
nationalities.

www.azuranews.com
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REVOLUTIONARY NEW PRODUCTS FROM GERSAN
THE LEADER OF THE SECTOR: G-BUS, LED-BUS, GER-LED…
Lighting And Display Systems
Communicating And Being
Controlled Through Power Line
(Power Line Communication)
Without Needing Data Cable
Paying a serious attention to research
and development studies; and so marking its name as inventor of the sector,
Gersan Electric has succeeded to develop a new product providing maximum economy, performance, control
and ease of application.
Obviously, products named as G-Bus,
Led-Bus and Gerled, which are under
patent protection, will meet the needs
of customers compactly and pre-eminently.
In brief, these products, which can
communicate, collect and centralise all
the record and information including
displays through power line without
needing data cable; and also provide
ease of use and control, present plenty

of advantages and benefits.
If you please, let’s identify what these
products, which were invented by Gersan
outdistancing the similar kind of products
in the State of Qatar and/or GCC countries, are from the authorities of Gersan…
G-BUS automation system is the GERSAN Smart Bus-Bar Technology interacting through power line which any extra
data cable doesn’t needed while controlling the devices connected to the Bus-Bar
system. Our system can control devices
like open-close, dimming, and open close
with time schedule. Automation system
includes addressable output plugs, a
transmitter modem and the software for
the computers.
The plugs include the receiver inside and
with this plugs, the electrical devices can
be supplied. The receivers get the commands from the energy bus-bar and
control the devices with commands. These
commands can be open-close, dimming,
control of motor-contactor circuit breaker,
also can get the feedback communications
of heat, humidity, electrical values etc. and
repeating the commands.
On a system, the number of the receiver
addresses is limited with only the load
currents. In software, receivers can group
the customers’ needs. Also making
scheduled tasks provides energy eﬃcient
lighting solutions. The modem takes
commands from a server, which can be
connected from another computer in local
network or over internet connection with
user access username and passwords.

We as GERSAN A.Ş. have added a
new technology to our product range
with the Ledbus system which provides energy savings with its energy
eﬃciency. The word of Led is used
as the abbreviation of Light Emitting
Diode. It is one of the light resources
which are found as the latest. The fact
that it uses a diﬀerent method than
lamps or ﬂuorescents to emit lights
and some favourable sides of it have
made it a signiﬁcant issue in today's
illumination sector and for this reason
Europe and Russia use only led.
Ledbus illumination system consists
of the integration of G-Bus Industrial
automation system and led illumination systems. Ledbus system has a
compact structure where no connection is seen from outside, and which
can be realized without using any
output plug or lead wire.
With internal connection, it can be
used with Busbar and it can also be
used with normal connection. In
our Ledbus products OSRAM and
NICHIA Midpower leds are used.
Drivers used in the Ledbus units are
designed and produced by us.
Automation units, Open-Close and
Dimming units are also designed and
produced by us. Ledbus products provide a more eﬃcient structure to its
user with diﬀerent reﬂector options.
G-BUS Automation system is a patent
article of Gersan A.Ş.

www.azuranews.com

İn 1819,master carpenter Micheal
Thonet established his first workshop
in Boppard on the River Rhine. Little
did he know that what he had started
would become one of the most highly
cherished names in furniture till this
day.
Thonet, the oldest furniture brand in
the world, has grown ever since and
still stands out for its high-quality,
innovation and elegant furniture.

developed and perfected during the
1850s, was used in production, consequently allowing for the chair’s mass
production.

The brand’s breakthrough moment
arrived in 1859 with a chair; the
iconic coffee house chair NO.14, later
renamed 214.For the first time, the
innovative technique of bending solid
beech wood, which Micheal Thonet

This year,Thonet’s latest design,was
introduced atom cologne, the international interiors show that commerce
every January in Cologne, Germany.
The lounge chair 808, designed by Munich based design studio Formstelle,

As busy Thonet calendar yields new
products yearly. “ We consider the
big furniture fairs, Salone in Milan
and imm cologne, as the main anchor
points for the introduction of new
products.”

was presented. With plenty of room
for various seating positions, this
chair calmness factor with the upholstery reminiscing waves. Formstelle
created a fabric that is exclusively
designed for the 808 called ‘Soul’ and
client can choose from a multitude of
color palettes, material options and
swivel frames.
All Thonet products, offering customtailored solutions, are produced in
the company-owned manufacturing
facility, ’ our only factory’ located in
Frankenberg, Germany. This facility,
founded in 1889, has been the corporate headquarters and production site
of Thonet ever since.

For Thonet today, the constant process
of innovation stands in the forefront
with a continued focus on tradition
and fine craftsmanship.
‘ The historical designs remind us
every day to honour and protect the
principles and values of our DNA.
That’s how our classics become guiding principle for the development of
new products’,added Muck.
Thonet is still a family owns business
and is managed today by the fifth and
sixth generation Thonet’s who actively
involved with the company’s business
as partners and sales managers.
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EXPO january - february 2016

QATAR

25-26

January

Major Projects and Infrastructure Qatar
Intercontinental Doha - The City Hotel

|

Mena Rail Facilities Management And Operational Readiness Summit Intercontinental

Doha

Intercontinental Doha - The City Hotel

The conference will cover areas like The transformation of Qatar
is now well underway as it continues to progress its ambitious
programme of large scale infrastructure projects. Against a
backdrop of now world famous construction projects.

09

January

10

January

International Conference on Chemical and
Biochemical Engineering

International Conference on Medical and
Biosciences

Radisson Blu Hotel

Radisson Blu Hotel

|

Doha, Qatar

The conference will cover areas like Chemical Engineering
Chemical Reaction Engineering Chemical reactors Catalysis
Kinetics Separation technologies Multiphase Systems Transport phenomena Chemical engineering equipment design and
process design.

10

January

|

Doha, Qatar

The conference will cover areas like The conference is to provide
opportunity for the global participants to share their ideas and
experience in person with their peers expected to join from different parts on the world.

10-12

January

International Conference on Communication
and Signal Processing

The First International Exhibition For Support
Services And Business Solutions

Radisson Blu Hotel

Doha Exhibition Center

|

Doha, Qatar

The conference will cover areas like The conference is to provide
opportunity for the global participants to share their ideas and
experience in person with their peers expected to join from different parts on the world.

|

Doha, Qatar

The conference will cover areas like QBX-Expo is the place
where problems will be solved,QBX-Expo provides an opportunity to meet business solutions specialists who deal with enterprise development initiatives for controlling quality, pursuing
excellence, and maintaining continuous improvement.

31-02

January

Feb

Texas A&M University at Qatar

Venue to be announced

The conference will cover areas like Perspectives on the Environment, Islamic Presents and Methodological Challenges in
the Social Science.

21

February

|

Doha

The conference will cover areas like Positive Cross-cultural
Engagement among Leaders from the United States and the
Muslim World. It Also Provides the Foundation for a Range of
Complementary Activities Designed to Enhance the Effectiveness of the Dialogue.

22-23

February

Facade Design and Engineering Middle East

Gulf Expo Qatar
Venue to be announced

Doha

16-18

February

Islamic World Forum

Doha

|

The conference will cover areas like Develop strategies to ensure
safe, efficient and reliable operation of railway systems through
access to local and global expertise, Discover best practice in
railways maintenance and asset management.

Liberal Arts International Conference
|

24-27

January

|

Doha

This event showcases products like Open universities, Technical
schools, Educational and Training Institutions, Colleges, Commercial schools, Institutions & schools for specialized skill etc.
in the Education & Training industry.

Venue to be announced

|

Doha

The conference will cover areas like developers, architects,
engineers, designers and suppliers came together to discuss the
challenge of creating iconic, sustainable and culturally specific
facades in severe climate conditions as well as demonstrating technologies available to create state-of-the-art building
envelopes.
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DUBAI
19-20

January

Middle East & North Africa Insurance Summit
The Palace Hotel Down Town Burj Dubai

|

Dubai

The Middle East & North Africa Insurance Summit, organized
by the Jacob Fleming Asia Sdn Bhd will take place from 19th
January to the 20th January 2016 at the Habtoor Grand Beach
Resort & Spa in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

09

January

10-11

January

International Conference on Recent Innovations in Science, Engineering and Technology

International Conference on Innovations in Chemical, Agricultural and Environmental Engineering

Flora Grand Hotel Dubai

Holiday Inn Hotel Dubai

|

Dubai

The conference will cover areas like Design and Manufacturing
Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, Mechatronics
and Automation, Industrial and Systems Engineering and many
more.

12-13

January

|

Dubai

The conference will cover areas like goal is to promote scientific information interchange between researchers, developers,
engineers, students, and practitioners of different parts of the
world. The conference will be held regularly to make it an ideal
platform for people to share views and experiences in Chemical, Agricultural and Environmental Engineering as well as in
related fields.

11-13

January

01-02

February

Dubai

This event showcases products like a wide range of various
beauty, hair and spa based products and services and many
more related products and services etc. in the Cosmetics and
Beauty Products, Fashion Accessories industries. Free entry if
you pre-register online.

11

February

Hotel ibis World Trade Centre Dubai

Holiday Inn Hotel Dubai

The conference will cover areas like Looking forward to the 11th
edition the impact of oil prices is certain to colour the focus of
discussions. However, several factors remain certain, the ever
growing demand for energy and the critical role of natural gas
for both producing and consuming countries.

The conference will cover areas like provides opportunities for
the delegates to exchange new ideas and application experiences
face to face, to establish business or research relations and to
find global partners for future collaboration.

Dubai

The conference will cover areas like Addressing & location
management Broadband access technologies Adhoc and sensor
networks Cross layer design and optimization.

03-04

February

Dubai World Trade Centre

|

Venue to be announced

Dubai

|

Meydan Hotel

Food Franchising Conference

|

Venue to be announced

Aircraft Interiors Middle East

Middle East Gas Conference
Dubai

International Conference on Networks &
Communications

Professional Beauty Gcc

International Conference on Electrical,
Electronics and Civil Engineering

|

22-23

January

|

Dubai

Aircraft Interiors Middle East is a 2 day event being held from
3rd February to the 4th February 2016 at the Dubai World
Trade Centre in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. This event
showcases product from Railway, Shipping & Aviation Products
industry.

10-13

February

The Bride Show-Dubai
| Dubai

The conference will cover areas like Roadmap to creating a
successful franchise,Regulating franchising processes in the
UAE,Franchise failures- how to avoid them! .Making the most
of the Middle East- why is the Middle East an opportunity that
you can’t afford to miss.

International Convention & Exhibition

|

Dubai

This event showcases products like hair styling, makeup,
wedding gowns, accessories as well as jewelries and all others
that makes a complete wedding etc. in the Wedding & Bridal
industry.

www.azuranews.com
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TURKEY
28-29

January

World Nuclear Power Summit &
Exhibition Middle East

International Conference on Medical,
Medicine and Health Sciences

Venue to be announced

Istanbul, Turkey

|

Istanbul

The conference will cover areas like Explore the effective ways of nuclear energy for electricity generation and
Build relationships with regional governments.

14-15

January

Global Civil Diplomacy Summit
Venue to be announced

|

Energy Storage, Transmission, Distribution,
Logistics Congress & Exhibition

Istanbul

The Global Civil Diplomacy Summit, organized by the Civil
Global will take place from 14th January to the 15th January
2016 in Istanbul, Turkey. The conference will cover areas like
related activities is to mobilize civil capacity with all of its channels in a global scale.

23

January

International Conference on Food and
Agricultural Engineering
Best Western Plus The President Hotel

21-23

January

|

Istanbul

The International Conference on Food and Agricultural Engineering, organized by the IRES will take place on 23rd January
2016 at the BEST WESTERN PLUS The President Hotel in Istanbul, Turkey. The conference will cover areas like Agricultural
Mechanization and Automation, Agricultural Processing.

Congresium Ankara

|

Ankara

This event showcases products like Network Operators Transmission & Distribution System Operators Craftsmen Installers
etc. in the Power, Renewable Energy & Energy Conservation
industry

21-26

January

New Energy Expo
Congresium Ankara

|

Ankara

This event showcases products like Competitive and sustainable
growth potential for the professionalism of the management
team, working with a multidisciplinary team and regularly
scheduled work plan raises the bar for success of the organization

01-02

February

04-06

February

International Istanbul Yarn Fair
Tuyap Fair Convention & Congress Center |

Istanbul

International Istanbul Yarn Fair is a 3 day event being
held from 4th February to the 6th February 2016 at the
Tuyap Fair Convention & Congress Center in Istanbul,
Turkey. This event showcases product from Textile, Fabrics
& Yarns industry.

27-28

February

The conference will cover areas like Evidence Based Practice Resources, Healthcare Quality, Family Medicine, Forensic Science,
Multimedia Resources.

27

February

International Conference on Economics,
Management and Social Study
Best Western Plus The President Hotel

|

The conference will cover areas like Economic Growth and Job
Creation Business Dynamics Owner and Business Characteristics Innovation Regulatory and Tax Environment Financing
and Access to Capital Geographic Considerations/Regional
Clusters Globalization and Trade Emerging Economies and
Economic Development Evidence-Based Policy Analysis Data
and Research Gaps.

23-27

February

International Conference on Business, Economics,
Social Science & Humanities

Unicera - International Ceramic
Bathroom Kitchen Fair

Istanbul Gonen Otel

Tuyap Fair Convention & Congress Center

|

Istanbul, Turkey

The conference will cover areas like networking, sharing,
publishing and nurturing the potential growth of individual
scholars across the globe.

Istanbul

| Istanbul

This event showcases products like floor and wall coverings such as
ceramics, marble, natural stones, granite, borders, building products,
glass and glass manufacture; bathroom products and accessories such as
bathtubs, vitrified products, wallpapers, armatures, Jacuzzis, bathroom
furniture and accessories, ceramic processing technologies and supplementary products, kitchen products and accessories, work safety
products and software and a lot more etc.
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oman

18-20

January

International Medical Tourism
Exhibition & Conference

24-27

January

Oman Contractors Forum

Oman International Exhibition Centre | Muscat
This event showcases products like Mechanical viscera, therapy
& healing devices, Ambulances & Medical vehicles, Wellness
and Spa products, Medical tourism facilitators, Hospital providing turnkey solutions and all that associated with the industry
under one roof.

15-17

January

Venue to be announced

|

Muscat

The conference will cover areas like insight into the current
omani construction sector and the trends which will influence
contractors in oman, the latest techniques to raise the number
of local workers in your projects and many more.

17-20

November

Interior Design Decor & Furniture Expo

International Congress on Glaucoma Surgery

Oman International Exhibition Center

Al Bustan Palace Ritz Carlton..

|

Muscat

Interior Design Decor & Furniture Expo is an intermediary for
exhibitors which will help them in frame working and would act
as a show window for the design and decor, renovation, lighting,
flooring, eco- building and retail fit out etc.

|

Muscat

The conference will cover areas like Glaucoma with the highest
scientific calibre and offers an opportunity for immediate skill
transfer from some of the most gifted glaucoma surgeons across
the globe.
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Turşu (Pickle)

Tempting bites
from

Vegetable dishes are also much beloved
in Turkish cuisine. Turkish chefs are
not only pride of themselves in making delicious appetizers and side dishes
using fresh, local vegetables; but also
pickling.

Istanbul
streets

From the end of summer into the fall as
fresh vegetables are available, cooks at
home and restaurants start pickling for
the long winter ahead.

Article by: Baran Yucel

"Let me take you on a culinary
adventure in a magical city that
joins two continents. That city is a
top cultural and touristic destination for travellers from all around
the world. With just these few
words I am sure it whispers its
name to your ears."

Pickle Juice

Yes, it is Istanbul. And it shouldn’t be a
surprise that this cosmopolite city hosts
an amazing variety of foods as it was
capital city for two majestic empires
such as East Rome and the Ottomans.
In my opinion, after having experience
in many different cities and cuisines as
a chef, Istanbul is the paradise of the
street food. Charming Istanbul is one
of the world's largest cities. The population is more than 18 million people, and
many estimate it is a great deal larger. It
presents a lot of affordable street food
and drinks for thrifty diners Tasting all
of Istanbul's street food is a full-time
job, so here are some highlights of
what's been showcased by mobile carts,
street kiosks and trolleys.

Islak Burger

This very popular baked sesame ring is
practically mass-produced at the family
owned bakeries. Grab a simit fresh out
of a wood-burning oven from a bakery
or buy them from carts that circulate
throughout the city and on its ferries
each morning. Proper simit must be
prepared with sesame seeds which come
from city of Muğla or Aydın. Simit
should have irresistible taste of roasted
sesame and caramelized grape molasses. Stay away the ones prepared with
Chinese sesame seeds which have no
soul in it.

This is like no other burger you’ve ever
seen. This is not just a burger. Hidden recipe of minced meat patties are
served on spongy buns, which have
been doused in a sweet tomato and
onion sauce, then left to steam in glass
display. These so-called "wet burgers"
are sold 24 hours a day at the shops in
the southwest corner of Taksim.

Many districts have shops where you
can buy pickles in huge jars. According to your wishes, they sell pickles by
weighing too.
The key ingredient for best pickles
should be chosen from vegetables that
are really fresh and crispy. The main
pickling ingredients are rock salt and
vinegar. To give extra taste, garlic, onions, parsley sprigs and celery are often
added to the brine.

Ayvalık Toast

Kokoreç
This grilled or sizzled intestine roll is
delicacy, which is consumed by locals
especially in western regions of Turkey.
It is prepared from lamb's intestines
wrapped around innards such as edible
fat and placed in toasted Turkish bread.
The roll-like product is first skewered
and roasted, then a sufficient amount
is taken from skewer and cut to small
pieces, finally cooked on a grill and
mixed with tomato and spices. Most
delicious Kokoreç is made from the intestine of young lamb. Kokoreç carts are
mostly present near the city's bazaars;
offer a wallet friendly and quick lunch
for shoppers, visitors and students to
enjoy.

Simit

In Turkish cuisine, you can pickle
almost everything from the simplest
cucumbers, peppers, carrots and cabbage, to green beans, garlic, eggplant,
green tomatoes, even beets, onions and
melon. Turkish pickles are eaten during
the whole winter. They match perfectly
with classic Turkish dishes like “kuru
fasulye & pilaf ”

Named for the Aegean holiday town,
Ayvalık toast is a popular hot sandwich
containing kashar cheese, grilled sucuk
(Turkish fermented sausage), sausage,
and salami, pickles, enriched with
tomato sauce, and served in compactly
pressed Ayvalik bread.

Simit

That toast can be categorized as one of
the favourite of "student food" ideally
consumed standing around Taksim
Square. However, it can be found
throughout Turkey, especially at tourist
kiosks near seaside resorts. Luckily,
if you ever feel such a craving locally,
there's a place in midtown that can help
you out.

Ayvalik Toast
www.azuranews.com
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Döner

Gözleme

Döner Kebab is a Turkish dish made
of meat cooked on a vertical rotisserie,
normally lamb but also a mixture of
veal. After slicing, Döner kebab may be
served wrapped in a traditional Turkish
breads such as lavash or tombik. Seasoned meat layers vertically skewered
and turned slowly against a rotisserie,
then sliced vertically. The shaved meat
is generally served with tomato, onion,
lettuce, pickled cucumber and chili.

These tasty hand-rolled crepes have
their origins in Anatolia, like many fast
foods in Turkey. They reach the maximum taste if they are prepared as per
your order. The thinly rolled dough is
folded around the fillings of your choice
of spinach, white cheese, potatoes,
onions and minced meat, then seasoned
with butter as it cooks. Local ladies in
traditional clothing usually prepare and
cook on wooden floor table.

Dondurma

Balık-ekmek

Turkish ice cream is known in the native language as dondurma. Dondurma
has been made for 300 years in Turkey.
300 years ago, sahlep (flour made from
orchid tubers), mastic and fresh milk
were all available in Southeast Turkey.

Balık-ekmek is a low-price sandwich
composed of grilled fish -usually
mackerel or a catch of the day- onions,
tomato, and lettuce. They are mainly
served from the boats around the
Golden Horn and Bosporus. The most
famous vendors serve balık-ekmek
from boats in Eminönü next to Galata
Bridge. Regardless of where you find
balık-ekmek, wash the sandwich down
with şalgam suyu which is a salty and
tangy drink made from fermented red
carrots and turnips.

Boza
This seasonal fermented drink is available in various types from the Balkans
to Central Asia. In Istanbul, boza is
made from wheat that has been boiled,
crushed and strained, respectively as a
result, you get a thick liquid, which is
fermented and finally
garnished
with

Boza

Combining these ingredients, people
mostly use some sort of rod or other
whipping device to mix the ingredients together. Traditional Turkish ice
cream is chewy and has thick texture.
This result comes from two of the main
ingredients that are a thickening agent
called sahlep and a resin called mastic.

Gozleme
cinnamon and roasted chickpeas. Popularized during the Ottoman period,
boza is made mainly during the winter
and sold by walking salesman who
cheers his own boza melody.

Şerbet (Sherbet)
Sherbet is a beverage
originated very old
times, which is made
by infusing liquid
with herbs, fruits,
flowers, resins, or
honey. Istanbul’s
traditional
sherbet charts
serve it from
hand-made
copper ewer
on the street.
Sherbets are the
most important
drinks both in
winter and summer during the
Ottoman era as well
as now.

After getting the desired consistency,
it is draped on hooks to be settled into
fridge. Dondurma is meant to be eaten
cold, but not frozen because of the brittle mastic that isn’t in its desired state
when frozen.

Assorted sherbets, once sold as “refreshing” in summer and “warming”
in winter all across Istanbul, sit the
shelves for sale. Ages-old sherbets that
are both delicious and beneficial to the
health are offered to public and tourists.
Specially designed glass bottles will be
filled with rose, cardamom and lemon
and cranberry sherbets, tamarind
sherbets, blueberry sherbets and others
to be sold depending on the season. The
most popular one is the Ottoman palace
sherbet containing ginger, rosehip,
raspberry, pomegranate, rose juice,
clove, cinnamon and mulberry. There
are hundreds of types of sherbets, and
the Ottomans played a major role in
promoting them to vast regions.
There are two traditional methods for
preparing sherbets. According to one
of these methods, the juice of the fruit
to be used is boiled with sugar and left
to cool. When prepared in this way,
sherbets are more durable, and honey,
rose petals, fruits, spices, dried fruits or
a mixture of these ingredients can be
added later.

It also has a marvellous resistance to
melting and on hot summer days, it is
consumed slowly without a fear of it
dribbling down the cone.
Such is the consistency; do not be surprised to see us eating ice cream with a
knife and fork.
The city of Kahramanmaraş is known
as the capital of ice cream in Turkey.
We believe the best ice-cream is “Maraş
dondurma”.
Particularly in Istanbul, traditional
Maraş ice cream is sold on streets in
traditional wood cladded ice cream barrels. The salesmen wear fancy costumes
from the Kahramanmaraş area and you
may experience skilful tricky movements before you can sample the chewy
and tasty ice cream.
Balik Ekmek
www.azuranews.com
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A Paradise Garden;

Seven Lakes

www.azuranews.com
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Seven Lakes is one of the

most beautiful parts of Turkey. It is
located in the northern part of Bolu
and to the south of western Black Sea
Region. Especially towards the end of
October, it shelters all the colours of the
nature.
Daily trips are possible to be organized
to Seven Lakes which is also a national
park. Mostly used as camping area, the
region is also suitable for the kinds of
nature sports.
Besides beech trees dominant in the
national park, oak, hornbeam, kinds
of pine, elm, lime trees are also seen.
Deers, roedeers, bears, warthogs,
wolves, foxes and squirrel kinds are ef-
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fectively protected here in the national
park. There is also a deer protection
area in the park.
After a long discovery trip, you may decide where to camp in permitted areas
of course. Showing different beauties in
every season, we especially advise you
to camp in summer and spring period.
If you don’t prefer a tent camp, you have
the luxury of renting a bungalow in
addition to hotels close to the national
park. It may take long hours to reach
Seven Lakes but it will absolutely worth
bearing the hours when trekking the
region.
Kapankaya observation terrace in the
even Lakes National Park presents both

the view of unrivalled unique landscape
beauties, the lakes and the monumental
tree signboard. Following the path by
the signboard, the monumental tree can
be reached.
There are guest-houses, tents and caravans, bungalows as well as restaurants
and cafes in the park; trekking, picnic,
taking photographs are popular activities.

A sightseeing tour for you;
- Start your tour from Büyükgöl; reach
to Seringöl by taking photographs and
walking; you will see a small waterfall. If
you can put up with your wrists getting
wet, you may take wonderful photographs.

- Go on walking until you meet the
small bridge. On this bridge a magnificent view will welcome you; have a little
photography brake here.
- This route above will possible tire you
a lot, so get your lunch at the market in
the camp area.
-Having trout for dinner at the prairie
restaurant is a perfect choice

Important suggestions; take your
photograph machine, spare
batteries, a thick polar, a raincoat, sport shoes, trekking shoes.
We wish you a peaceful Seven
Lakes holiday in advance…
www.azuranews.com
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TONGUÇ M. GÖKALP
Painter, multi instrumanist musician,
art composer & performance artist
and writer

art
every

with

breath

He is a versatile artist: not only he
paints, but also he writes and makes
music...

Finding himself in the world of art since
the early ages of his childhood, Tonguç
Gökalp devotes his life to art. We thank
him for allowing time and interviewing
with us.
How long have you been painting
and could your inform us about your
education?
My father, Mustafa Gökalp was a painter and a professor of Aesthetic Sciences
Art History and Archaeology at 9 Eylül
University in İzmir. I started dealing
with painting and plastic arts at early
ages receiving the special knowledge
and experience of my father, master
in other words, practically and theoretically. During the following years,
I composed my plastic skills at Ege
University Turkish Music Conservatory
String Instruments Production Department in İzmir. My first participation to
a painting exhibition was as an invitee
for a group exhibition of talented children hosted by İzmir Governorship in
1985. It was a 50 children peace subject
exhibition composed of 10-12 year old
children from all over the world.

http://tongucgokalp.wix.com/tonguc-gokalp

Is there any art movements or
branches affecting your art?
Absolutely yes; these branches and
movements are traditional handicrafts, avant-garde art and liberal arts.
I composed my style intellection and
technique synthesising these three main
movements and branches. I technically
examined the formation, progress and
production period of the traditional
arts such as calligraphy, glamorizing art;
I synthesized the style and technique
intellection of constructivist, cubist,
psychedelic, expressionist, surrealist
movements in modern art; and so I
reached to my own art’s composing and
style phase. I also benefit from the theoretical and technical style intellection
of sciences such as philosophy, physics,
mathematics, metaphysics, cybernetics,
etc.

What could you tell us about your musician, audio-visual and performance
artistry?
Again at my early ages, I had the opportunity of improving myself at music
with the influence of my mother. My
interest to primary instruments, the
sound of industrial instruments and
materials showed me that I could be
active in this field. I improved myself in
playing guitar, bass guitar, percussion,
drum, etc. and had the opportunity of
examining and performing different
music instruments before my university
education. I learned the construction
technique of string instruments at university; I am a luthier however I don’t
practise my profession currently. In
time, I was influenced by an art movement called “fluxus” which combines
visuality, auditory, and Dadaist philoso-
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Some exhibitions of the artist:
1996-1997
Fight for Leprosy Foundation – Group
Exhibition–İzmir
1998-1999
Turkish Day Festival– Group Exhibition
–NEWYORK-USA
1999-2000
Natural Existence Instrument Personal
performance – İZMİR
2000-2012
Abarajazz Avant-garde Music Group
Project designer and founder
(costume, decoration, content and
design, scene performance,multi-instrumanist) İSTANBUL-İZMİR-ANKARA
2000-2012
Tonguç GÖKALP Project/Visual Audial
avant-garde scene performances and
exhibitions.
2005-2006
9th Istanbul Audio and Design Biennial
–invitee artist -İSTANBUL
2006-2007
The pub art Intonation and
photography exhibition- İZMİR

phy; and now I have performances on
analogue visual and audial paintings
with metaphysic audio intersection at
the same platform.
Do you have exhibition and
performance projects for the future?
As I stated above, the intersection of
visual perception with concrete materials and sounds is so important; digital
perception can interfere everything
today. Unbelievable imaginary worlds
are created with effects and vectorial programs. According to me, life
is already an illusion; I name the act
committed in order to prove the reality of moral world in the ephemeral
world intellection as art; so I find using
analogue materials without spoiling
the tissue of real creation more sincere.
There should be instruments and real
paints composed of human nature;
digital instruments are also necessary,
however machines should not control
us; we should direct them naturally. I
benefit from digital machines for my
performances, but, in my opinion, all

2008-2009
NOKIA SHORT FILM COMPETITION
(Soundtrack of Köşeyi Dönmek)
Championship Prize.

my materials should consist of sounds,
real paints, surfaces, instruments and
equipment which are not estranged and
are suitable for magnificently created
human and human perception. I will
have exhibitions in Istanbul, Ankara,
İzmir, Gaziantep, Konya in Turkey. I am
planning an exhibition in London, and
I hope I have an exhibition opportunity
in Qatar. Sharing my art and philosophy
with all nations will make me so happy.

2010-2011
ALAN İSTANBUL –MORS PROJECT
–HYBRİD-İSTANBUL
2010-2011
GREEN PEACE -ANTINUCLEAR
PERFORMANCE–ABARJAZZ
AVANTGARDE MUSIC AND PERFORMANCE GROUP-İSTANBUL
2010-2011
UP AND COMING GALERİ ARTİUM
MODERN -İSTANBUL

Lastly, what would you like to tell us?

2011-2012
TUNCA SANAT –PAINTING EXHIBITION–İSTANBUL

First of all, thank you very much for
your kind interest for me and other
artists. Your effort for combining and
introducing cultures is worth respect.
Congratulating you, I hope to meet you
in Qatar at an exhibition. With love and
respect…

2011-2012
ALİFART YOUNG ARTISITS
AUCTION (3)-İSTANBUL
2011-2012
DEYİM ART GALLERY – GROUP
EXHIBITIONS -İSTANBUL

PS: Tonguç Gökalp’s visual and audial
performances can be reached and
examined at

2013-2015
SESIL MÜZAYEDE -İZMİR

www.tongucgokalp.com
Music and Art Performance

2015- …..
GALLERY ROOM ART - İSTANBUL
www.azuranews.com
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Beauty Just In One Session
by Dr. Mustafa Karatas Clinic

Nisantasi, Vali Konagi Caddesi No:73 D6 Istanbul
+90 212 241 03 64
info@doktormustafakaratas.com

You have moved to your new clinic;
what could tell us about the changes?
I had established my old clinic in 2004
according to the conditions of the time
and was really what I had intended.
However, it began to no appeal time especially in terms of decoration. Since we
deal with aesthetic and beauty, I want to
present my patients the best of the best.
I wanted my patients to rest in a functional room with maximum comfort
and hygiene after the implementation.
My clinic is protected from microbes by
an American system.
Could you tell us about your “better
program”?
This program includes Botox and filling, and is just preformed to upgrade
the patients’ current skins quality by
increasing the tightness, collagen and
humidity of the skin. When getting
older, skin colour has the first degree we
lose. The more skin contains pink and
beige colours the more it looks younger
and better. We balance the pigments
by little vitamin and injection with this
program. This program is an investment
for yourself and my patients starting
this program at early ages are so glad. I
am always in favour of economical aesthetics; so money and sustainability are
important. We have a period of happy
15-20 years together.

the heat level of the body and trigger
the self-repair mechanism of the skin
just in one session.

ultimate result will gradually take place
in six months. The skin’s self-repairing
process starts with this energy.

Getting older is inevitable, but it is possible to slow down the process. Women
today can control the changes on their
skin by themselves. Most of the patients
desire younger and more beautiful look
in one session without any surgery and
discomfort. Ulthera is a nonsurgical ultrasound treatment which visibly counteracts aging signs. This treatment focuses under layer of the skin and never
harms skin surface. Ultherapy focuses
ultrasound energy beneath the skin for
the regeneration of collagen so that the
skin is tightened and noticeable results
occur. The skin tightens, smooths and
looks young. Some initial effects can
be seen after Ultherapy, however the

What would you like to tell about Thermage?
While getting older, collagens in the
skin is spoilt and wrinkles and hanging outs occur. Thermage technology
focuses radiofrequency beneath skin
layers; tightens and stimulates collagens
and elastin tendons to produce more.
Stimulated collagens are self-repaired
and so the collagens make the skin
younger. This treatment is one of the
most successful technologies tightening the skin and contouring the face
oval without harming the skin surface.
Thermage is a one session therapy and it
approximately takes 45 minutes.

We know that you are interested in
Techno-beauty. What would you like to
tell for our readers?
This is the part what I call my toys. We
may refer as the usage of technological equipment in aesthetic and beauty.
These equipment are called toy for
adults by me. I prefer using all approved
innovations as far as I can. I never use
the product which FDA (Food and
Drug Administration) doesn’t approve.
Every system has some beneficial effects
however I prefer the best one for a patient. It doesn’t not mean every system
will be good for every patient. Making
this distinction and offering the patient
what he/she needs is so crucial part of
my profession.
Dr Mustafa Karataş started serving his patients in his new clinic in
Valikonağı. At the clinic with the
maximum comfort and hygiene, many
implementations from face
deformation to regional thinning are
performed in separate sections with
most private atmosphere.

We have talked to Dr Mustafa Karataş,
who is the aesthetician of celebrities
from society and art, at his new clinic
in Abdi İpekci Street about the innovations on medical aesthetic. Known
as golden needle, Mustafa Karataş
has been one of the most preferred
aesthetic doctor in Turkey for years.

The successful doctor opened his new
clinic where he may present better service
and his patients will feel more and more
comfort. Dr Karataş has given information on increasing attention to aesthetic,
innovations on medical aesthetic, and
mostly preferred methods.

Which method is mostly preferred for
Face Beauty in One Session?
Mostly Ulthera and Thermage are
preferred. According to the patient, any
other implementations may be preferred too. With Thermage, we increase

Dr. Mustafa Karatas

www.azuranews.com
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How can we be thinner in one session?
Zeltiq system targeting the fat which
cannot be gotten rid of although losing
weight works with a different mechanism. This system uses coolsculpting
technology. Coolsculpting is unique,
patented, FDA approved, nonsurgical,
free from diet or sport method eliminating fat cells by cooling. If your body
mass index is normal but have some
modest-size fat bulges, which never get
thinner whatever you do, this system is
an ideal solution for you. Skin protected
by a gel pad during Zeltiq Coolsculpting
is taken in a vacuumed capsule and the
fat cells are frozen. The candidate is so
comfortable; only in the first three-four
minutes of the implementation little
pain may be felt because of vacuuming.
Just a little rubescence is seen after the
Coolsculpting. The treatment fat cells
are frozen till zero degree approximately
takes 45-60 minutes; and one session
is enough. Thinning starts two weeks
later; and the significant thinner can be
observed in two-three months. %30-40
of fat cells are frozen and these frozen
fat cells eliminated from the body in
time.
Do you have foreign patients? Which
treatment do they prefer?
My foreign patients mostly prefer one
session aesthetic implementations. For
example, coolsculpting, which also
eliminates fat cells in arms and inner
tights, is unbelievably loved and preferred. Ulthera and Thermage, which
are performed without any surgery, are
also popular.

Implementations At The Clinic
Filling
Botox
Hair Transplantation
Permanent Makeup
Regional Thinning in one Session
Face lifting without any surgery
Ulthera
Thermage
Zeltiq Coolsculpting
Vshape
Clearlift Laser
VelaShape 3
UltraShape
Ice Laser Epilation
Fraxel Lazer
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The Story of a

Magical Love

Mihrimah
Sultan
Mosque
Dougther of Suleiman the Magnificent

Hidden in

Istanbul

No wonder Napoleon said, “If the world was just one country, Istanbul would be its capital.”

We are talking about Istanbul, one of the 81 cities of Turkey, socio-culturally the richest and also the oldest among them...
How about if someone asked you which city comes to your mind when you mention love; would you say Paris? You would
probably not think about Istanbul, right? Probably those who say so are not aware of the great loves in Istanbul...
www.azuranews.com
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You might want to
reconsider your
answer to this
question when
you learn about
the great love
hidden in this
magical city...
The lover nailed
down his love for
his beloved to the
two sides of Istanbul in the story that
you are about to read.
And who do you think this man is?
SİNAN THE ARCHITECT. The chief
architect of the Ottoman Empire.
You think about mosques, madrassahs and bridges whenever you hear
his name but you do not think about
love, right? But Sinan the Architect was
in love with such a person that it was
impossible for him to speak out. He
was in love with “Mihrimah Sultan”, the
daughter of Suleiman the Magnificent
from Hurrem Sultan. He has engraved
his love to his works of art instead of
crying out loud.

domes of these two mosques. Mihrimah
means moon and sun in Persian.
Architect Sinan decides to build the
first mosque in Üsküdar and completes
it in 7 years. In fact, he is inspired by
Mihrimah Sultan’s waist long hair
when designing the architecture for the
mosque. When looked closely, one can
see the silhouette of Mihrimah Sultan
at the mosque in Üsküdar. Whereas the
second mosque is built on the highest
hill of Istanbul, right next to the walls of
Edirnekapı.
Now you might wonder, we have been
talking about two mosques, but where
is the love in all this? What did “Mihrimah” mean? Moon and Sun. Mihrimah
Sultan was born on the 21st of March.
Each year on the 21st of March, the

moon rises between the two minarets of the Mihrimah Sultan Mosque
in Üsküdar when the sun goes down
behind the Mihrimah Sultan Mosque
in Edirnekapı. There you have love!
Architect Sinan has called his beloved
by her name. He said, “You are my sun,
my moon, my hidden love...” In this
way, the love of the passionate lover,
Archtiect Sinan was going to live thousands of years and maybe even forever.
Can a lover give a better gift than this
one to his beloved? There is the answer
to why Istanbul can be the city of love.
If one day you visit Istanbul and you get
to see both Mihrimah Sultan Mosques,
who knows, maybe you will also feel
intense emotions other than being in a
place of worship.

There are 2 Mihrimah Sultan Mosques
in Istanbul. One is in the Anatolian
Side-Üsküdar, whereas the other is in
the European Side at Edirnekapı. At
that time, these two mosques were built
at the two opposite sides of Istanbul. Of
course, one needs to know what “Mihrimah” means in order to better understand the love that is hidden under the
www.azuranews.com
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A

historical

Bebek

district;

Article by Aynur Koc

Bebek was a fishing village when

conquered by Mehmed the Conqueror;
and according to different sources,
its oldest name is thought to be “Hallai” which is a deformation of Challae,
Chilai, Khile, and Skallai (piers).

It was then named after the nickname of
the chief captain Mehmet Çelebi, who
was assigned to protect the district during the construction of Rumeli Fortress
by Mehmed the Conqueror, Bebek has
always been one of the most luxurious
and favourite district of Istanbul.
In addition to being demanded by cafes,
restaurants, bars, Bebek is a district
where art galleries are mostly based
in. Bebek was a popular district in the
Bosporus for the Ottoman Padishahs.
Hümayunabad Pavilion on the coast
was constructed by Ahmed III in 17th
century. However it was pulled down
during the reign of Sultan Abdulmecid

and then Hümayunabad mosque with a
classic style was constructed by Architect Kemalettin during the first years
of Turkish Republic next to where the
palace was thought to be. The mosque
is an example of the first nationalist
period in Turkish Architecture; and is
one of the beautiful mosques of Istanbul
mostly known as Bebek Mosque.
COASTAL PALACES AND SUMMER
MANSIONS OF BEBEK
There are approximately 40 coastal palaces, mansions, gardens that belonged
to the state officials of the Ottoman dynasty along the coast. The most famous
mansion is Hidiva which was used by
Egypt Khedive Abbas Hilmi Pasha’s
family in until 1915; it currently serves
as Egypt consulate building.
If you walk towards the Rumeli Fortress
in the north of Bosporus you will meet

one of the rare wooden prayer rooms.
Kayalar prayer room is one of them.
Next to this prayer room, you will see
Yılanlı Yalı (snake pavilion). Mahmud II
wants to buy this mansion from the foreign minister Mustafa Efendi. However,
Mustafa Efendi, who is not eager to sell,
spreads a rumour that there are snakes
in the mansion. Padishah hearing this
rumour changes his mind and doesn’t
buy the mansion. It was burnt totally
in 1964 and the new owner bought the
mansion in 1989 and reconstructed it.

small building to an impressive campus
above Rumeli Fortress, Robert College
was transferred to Ministry of National
Education in 1971. Bosporus University
hosts its students at the historical buildings in this campus currently. Robert
College educated prime ministers Bülent Ecevit and Tansu Çiller; four Bulgarian prime ministers, writers, doctors,
engineers, publishers, artists, musicians,
athletes, businessmen etc.

COLLEGE EDUCATING PRIME
MINISTERS

One of the lungs of Istanbul, Bebek
Park was rebuilt and opened to public in 1980. The trees in the park are
more than 100 years old. In 2008, the
park entered under the patronage of
Sabancı Family and renovated with
the name Sabancı Bebek Park. Italian
architect Ermanno Casaco protected
these centenary trees with his team and

Robert College, which is the first
American college opened outside of the
USA, is located in Bebek. The building
was built in 1863 and was named after
Christopher R. Robert who supported
the construction financially. From a

BEBEK PARK AND PIER

Rumeli Fortress
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planted 9 kinds of 325 new ornamental
plants; and the park comprises 8800
square metre green land, 5500 square
metre walk way, 1100 square metre
playground, 820 square metre for dogs.
Festivals, concerts, exhibitions are held
on certain days at the park.
Built of wood in 1851, Bebek Pier was
heated by stove, a wall clock was added
in 1910 in order that ferry hours could
be observed. It was moved to its current
location in 1920 and reopened in 2001.
Besides ferries, plenty of boats benefit
from the pier. It is possible to see luxurious boats in the Bebek coast marina.
BEBEK HOTELS AND
RESTAURANTS
The nearest restaurant and bar to Bosporus is in the Bebek hotel. It is one of
the prominent symbols of the district.
Another important symbol, “Bebek
Mini Ice cream” is just next to Bebek
Hotel. “Lucca”, which is in the centre
of Bebek Square and full every hour of
the day, is the most popular and known
place of Istanbul.

Also Bebek coffeehouse next to the Bebek Mosque is famous for its breakfast.
If you take for a walk on the coast where
Bebek coffeehouse is located, you may
visit plenty of famous cafes, pizza restaurants, and meat and fish restaurants.
It is hard to decide what and where to
eat among these expert restaurants.
If you come to Bebek, never forget to
taste Bebek “Badem Ezmesi” (almond
paste – marzipan) which is produced by
hand for 75 years. With 150 kg of production a day, only this shop produces
marzipan by hand in Istanbul. Add
Bebek Marzipan as a souvenir for your
fellows.
Alongshore European side tour of
Istanbul will go on…
Hidiva - Egypt Consulate
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OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE IN TURKEY
by Alper Sargin

the purchase price, such as levies and
taxes (title deed duty calculated over
the sale price, fixed circulating capital
duty and if the seller is a legal entity,
then 18% of VAT may be levied subject
to certain circumstances), premiums
for compulsory earthquake insurance,
circulating capital fee for the map prepared by the Cadastre Directorate, the
monthly paid maintenance fee for the
property and real estate tax.
Under the Turkish Law, the ownership
of property is transferred only after
an official deed and registry which is
signed at the Land Registry Directorates. All other transfer instruments,
contracts and covenants in relation
to a property ownership are null and
void. Although, it is possible to sign a
“sales commitment agreement” before a
notary, legal ownership to the property
do not pass with this agreement or any
other kind of sales agreements even
they are to be signed before the notary.
Hence, you need to be extra cautious for
people who try to convince you to make
payment without title deed organized
on your name. It is advised to make
payment at the Land Registry Directorate.
Furthermore, there are certain must
check outs.

Alper Sargin

I am delighted to address issues relating
to ownership of real estate in Turkey for
the followers of AzuraNews.
After the recent financial crisis, housing
market became one of the key parts of
Turkish economy and has been greatly
supported by Turkish Government.
Due to rapid increases in house prices
across the country, the housing market
creates perfect investment opportunities for foreign and local investors.
The economic and political stability
decreased risk perception of investors
and created a safe market. Therefore, for
international buyers, Turkey is not only
one of the world’s great countries, but
also buying a property in Turkey means
a holiday home for their families to use

and a potential investment opportunity. I hope these timely and carefully
written article will contribute much to
current and future considerations when
buying property in Turkey.
Before buying a property in Turkey, to
avoid any possible pitfalls or potential
problems, certain precautions shall be
taken. You should not be ignorant, you
shall beware and do your due diligence.
The first thing you need to consider is
to know the construction company, real
estate and the people you are dealing
with. Do not buy a property from a
friendly man that you just met saying
his friend is selling a property at a very
low price. This is most likely to be a
scam and you would lose your deposit

or at the worst your entire savings. Do
your research; check the background of
the company, verify company information from Chamber of Commerce and
Turkish Trade Registry Gazette.
If you chose a property and thinking
buying it, do your comparison, look
at similar properties from other estate
agents in the same area and check them
out. At this point, you might want to
visit Turkey, inspect the property, look
at the materials that used in the property, identify material defects if there
are any.
Always negotiate on price and terms of
purchase. You also need to be aware of
that there are some other costs, beyond

Before making any payments, check the
title deed of the property. Ownership
of property is recorded at the relevant
title deed registries. Title deed registry
records are open to public. The rightful
owner, limitations on the property such
as mortgages or any obstacle which prevents the sale of the property, encumbrances and other liabilities attached on
the property may also be reviewed from
such records. Title deed registry records
are final and, all bona fide purchasers
hence are protected by Law.
However, checking the title deeds is not
enough. Foreigners purchasing property
in Turkey has to get military clearance
stating that their property is not close to
a military base. Therefore you need to
make sure, the property you interested
in is not within the military or security
zone.
Another point that needs to be checked
is that occupancy permit and if there is
any demolition order as these cannot
be seen at the title deed registries. There
www.azuranews.com
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are huge number of squatter buildings and illegal constructions that you
need to be aware of. These properties
may not have valid occupancy permit
or at the worst, a demolition order for
the property might have been given by
court. The relevant municipal records
needs to be checked for such orders.
Last but not least the sale agreement
shall be drafted carefully and all conditions of the sale shall be clearly stated.
Do not forget, estate agents get commission if you buy the property. Thus, get
your own extra layer of protection from
an attorney looking after your interest.
Do not forget, almost all of the people
who suffer from fraud or heavy contract

terms are the ones who did not use a
registered Turkish attorney.
On your behalf the attorney will make
all necessary checks on the property.
The attorney will ensure that the title is
clean, habitation permit has been taken,
by the municipality checks there is not
any demolition order for the property
and the property is not within the military or security zone. After these basic
controls, attorney may negotiate contract terms on your behalf to draft and
finalize purchase contract. Attorney will
convert the title to your name, finalize
all of the property purchase at the Land
Registry Directorate and as a final step
will register your title deed.

Your attorney may also apply for
Residency Permit for you. Residence
Permission for foreigners who buy
property in Turkey has been extended
from 3 months to one year.
Lastly, foreign commercial corporations
which are established according to the
relevant laws of their countries of origin
are not subject to this article. Special
regulations shall be considered for these
purchases.

4444 91 64 RAMADA SIGNAL, SALWA ROAD
www.azuranews.com
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ISTANBUL
OTTOMAN HOUSE ON BOSPHOROUS
Total Land
: 780 Sqm
Bedrooms
:5
Bathrooms
:4
Living Rooms
:3
Swimming Pool : No
Climatisation
: Individual Heating System
		
(Naturalgas + Split A/C)
Others 		
: Water Tank Bbq - Sauna - Generator And Hydrofor, Easy Access To Public Transportation Network
+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552

YALOVA
2+1,3+1, 4+1 FLATS

ANTALYA
3+1, 4+1, 5+1 FLATS
PINARLAR GROUP / CITYLIFE & CANYON
DELUXE
- Swimming pool, Sauna, fitness
- Covered carpark
- Biological Treatment
- 7/24 security
- 3+1, 4+1, 5+1 flats from 169 to 322 sqm
- Antalya International Airport 45 min.
- Sea shore & beaches 5 min.
+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552
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ANTALYA
DUACI MANOR HOUSE
Land : 2.300 Sqm
Covered Area : 1.300 Sqm ( 2 Floor Of 500 + Basement 300 )
Bedroom : 6 ( 5 + 1 Master Br 90 Sqm )
Living Room : 1 ( 100 Sqm W/Fire Place )
Bathroom : 5 Swimming Pool : 50 Sqm
Cinema Hall : 1 ( 90 Sqm ) Sauna : 1 ( 20 Sqm )
Fitness Room : 1 (35 Sqm ) Cov.Park.Garage : 80 Sqm
Tecn.Features : Generator Room + 150 Lt.Water Tank
Others 130 Sqm Annex Unit For Maid
Fuel-O Central Heating System 70 Sqm Gazebo W/Bbq
Underground parking
+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552

BODRUM
VILLA

ANTALYA
ATKONSON DELUXE

YALOVA / PNR GROUP

NEO CONS. – NICCHIA

Located city center of Yalova

On a land of 45.000 sqm

Very fast developing urban area

11 distinguished villas

Easy Access to city center

Private gardens from 2.500 sqm to 7.000 sqm

Full sea view

Full sea view with Yalıkavak Marina

2+1, 3+1, 4+1 flats from 78 to 185 sqm

4+1 and 5+1 dublex houses from 345 to 440 sqm
+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552

Swimming pool
Sauna – fitness center
Turkish bath – Hammam
7/24 security, Parking, Fully furnished
Antalya International airport 45 min.
Sea shore & beaches 5 min.
1+1, 2+1, 3+1, 4+1 flats from 66 to 260

+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552

+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552

ISTANBUL

SAPANCA - TOTAL AREA 3280 SQM.
1 VİLLA OF 290 SQM ( 2 FLOOR )
1 master bedroom w/ bathroom+wc, 1 guest bedroom, 2 bedrooms, Living room, Winter garden
Kitchen, 2 bathrooms + wc, 1 small room
( for household works purpose )
1 VİLLA OF 120 SQM ( 2 FLOOR )
3 bedrooms, Living room, Kitchen, 2 bathrooms + wc
1 separate wc
2 SMALL VİLLAS OF 90 SQM EACH ( 2 FLOOR )
3 bedrooms, Living room, Kitchen, 1 bathroom + wc
+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552

ANTALYA
ALAYDIN YAPI KARDELEN
Swimming pool
Solar energy system
Elevator and A/C ‘ s
Open & undergroud carpark
7/24 security
2+1, 3+1, 4+1 flats from 116 to 267 sqm
+974 3310 8687 / +974 3371 9552
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